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Football is the most important competitive sport 

played in academia. Winning teams create compel-

ling brands for their institutions, which, in turn, drive 

their admission numbers. Hot schools have hot teams. 

It is also the most controversial of college sports. The 

pros and cons of financing the game, the dangers of 

physical injury and potential long-term impairment, 

and the lowering of educational standards and inten-

sive academic tutoring for many players forefront 

dialogue on campus and make headlines in the news. 

College football is contested territory.

Although football has played a prominent role at 

universities and colleges for well more than a century, 

to our knowledge, this is the first time it has been 

taken as seriously in our academic art museums, 

thanks to our project’s co-curators Linny Frickman, 

director of the University Art Museum at Colorado 

State University (CSU), Ft. Collins, and Danielle 

Knapp, McCosh Associate Curator at the Jordan 

Schnitzer Museum of Art, University of Oregon (UO), 

Eugene. Through their selection of images by many 

of our most well-known American artists from the 

Civil War to the present and the essays in this pub-

lication, we explore the history and meaning of the 

sport in connection to institutions of higher learning, 

race relations in America, health, masculinity, war 

and patriotism. Their insights and those of our other 

essayists—Albert Bimper, assistant professor of 

Foreword

ethnic studies at CSU; Robert Gudmestad, associate 

professor of history at CSU; and Michael Oriard, pro-

fessor emeritus of American literature and culture and 

retired associate dean at Oregon State University—

contribute to our understanding of college football as 

an embodiment of American culture and a locus for 

current debates about American values. Frickman and 

Knapp and three University of Oregon recent Master 

of Arts graduates from the Department of the History 

of Art and Architecture—Stephanie Dunn, Christie 

Hajela, and Lindsay M. Keast—also contributed 

shorter essays on artists and artworks in the exhibi-

tion that further explore the connections between the 

image and the game. 

On behalf of the museum staff members and faculty 

at the UO and CSU, our enthusiastic lenders, and the 

generous supporters of this publication and the exhi-

bition and educational programs at each institution, 

I offer my deep appreciation. I especially recognize 

the contributions of the Elizabeth Firestone Graham 

Foundation and the Harold and Arlene Schnitzer CARE 

Foundation for underwriting this catalog. Exhibitions 

are by their nature ephemeral; written and visual docu-

ments give their impact continued resonance.

Jill Hartz

Executive Director

Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art

“The Trend” (when even football goes “moderne”) in Ohio-
Wesleyan vs. Army, 1929. Football program, 12 x 9 1/4 inches.
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Scrimmage began with the convergence of three 

circumstances related to Colorado State University 

(CSU): Linny Frickman’s attendance at a lecture in 

Denver by photographer Catherine Opie, her intro-

duction to the scholarly work of Michael Oriard, and 

the beginnings of a lively, if contentious, debate at 

CSU on building a new football stadium. Opie’s por-

traits and football landscapes and Oriard’s insight-

ful texts, especially his Reading Football: How the 

Popular Press Created an American Spectacle (1995), 

pointed toward a history of imagery that illuminated 

football’s best and worst characteristics and helped 

her to understand the divisive passions that surround 

the sport. 

This project found an excellent partner at the 

Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art (JSMA), the academic 

art museum for the University of Oregon (UO), whose 

legendary Ducks are known internationally. Danielle 

Knapp was delighted to accept Frickman’s invitation 

to co-curate the exhibition and turned her attention 

to the photographs of high school football players by 

Catherine Opie for her own essay. She also mentored 

a group of university students who researched and 

drafted many of the essays on the individual artists 

and artworks that appear in the exhibition. Knapp 

and Frickman acknowledge the fine work of these 

recent MA art history graduates: Lindsay M. Keast 

(2014), Stephanie Dunn (2015), and Christie Hajela 

(2015). Both also extend their foremost thanks to 

Catherine Opie and Michael Oriard for inspiring this 

project and for their enthusiastic participation, and to 

Heather Rasmussen of Catherine Opie Studio for her 

valuable assistance. 

Curators’ Acknowledgments

Early on in the process, Frickman benefitted 

greatly from the expertise and suggestions of Erika 

Doss and George Rugg at the University of Notre 

Dame. Colorado State graduate student Cei Lambert 

(2014) assisted early on with locating artworks. And 

Noubar Stone, creative director at ESPN, provided 

insights. Many colleagues at Colorado State joined 

together as a multi-disciplinary team. Frickman is 

most grateful to her colleague Dr. Emily Moore, assis-

tant professor of art history, for her careful readings 

of proposals and early essay drafts, and to Dr. Robert 

Gudmestad, associate professor of history, Dr. Albert 

Bimper, assistant professor of ethnic studies, and Dr. 

Nancy Jianakoplos, professor of economics, for their 

expertise and enthusiastic embrace of the project. At 

the University Art Museum, staff members Keith 

Jentzsch and Stephanie Newton provided critical 

assistance. Frickman’s special thanks go to Suzanne 

Hale, registrar and collections manager, for adeptly 

managing loans travelling from throughout the 

country, and Silvia Minguzzi, graphic designer, for 

orchestrating CSU design elements. She also thanks 

CSU staff and faculty members Sally Alexander, Kristi 

Bohlender, Jennifer Clary, Grant Calhoun, Susan 

Cavender, Patrick Fahey, Ann Gill, Robert Hoffert, 

Tony Pfifer, and Mike Solo. Ben Lorenzen and his 

team in athletics marketing graciously assisted and 

understood that images could provide a path to essen-

tial current dialogues. 

The following staff members of the JSMA greatly 

contributed to the success of this project: Diane 

Nelson, design services manager, designed the 

handsome publication; Jonathan Smith, collections 

database coordinator and photographer, secured 

images and managed rights and reproductions; 

Miranda Callendar, registrar, assisted with loan 

arrangements and managed condition reports; Joey 

Capadona, chief preparator, designed the striking 

installation; Debbie Williamson-Smith, communica-

tions manager, brought wide visibility to the exhibi-

tion; Tom Jackson, director of development, secured 

needed support; Johanna G. Seasonwein, senior 

curator of western art, and Courtney Chew, cura-

torial intern, assisted with editing the student con-

tributors’ work; and a team of educators, led by June 

Black, associate curator for academic programs, and 

Lisa Abia-Smith, director of education, presented a 

range of thoughtful and provocative programs for 

students of all ages. Both Knapp and Frickman are 

grateful to Jill Hartz, executive director of the JSMA, 

for her enthusiastic support of the project and for 

editing the publication. 

Of course, this exhibition would not be possible 

without the generosity of our lenders. Many thanks to 

the staffs at the Amon Carter Museum of American 

Art; Ernie Barnes Family Trust; Canton Museum of 

Art; Denver Art Museum; George Eastman House; 

Figge Art Museum; Schlesinger Library at Radcliffe 

Institute for Advanced Study, Harvard University; 

Spencer Research Library, University of Kansas; 

The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; University of 

Minnesota; New York Public Library; Department 

of Special Collections, Hesburgh Libraries of Notre 

Dame; The Norman Rockwell Museum; Theta Delta 

Chapter of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity at The Ohio State 

University; Pace/MacGill Gallery; Regen Projects, 

Los Angeles; The Rockwell Museum; Smithsonian 

American Art Museum; Smithsonian National Portrait 

Gallery; Virginia Museum of Fine Arts; The Andy 

Warhol Museum; and Yale University Art Gallery. 

The curators also offer their gratitude to individuals 

who graciously lent works from their collections: Dick 

Christensen and Tom Lundberg; Dr. Dejan and Vida 

Ward Dordevich; Sean Kelley and James Hubbell; 

Walter and Sarah Knestrick; Shaun Leonardo; Jan 

Mayer; Mark Newport; Michael Oriard; Christopher 

Rauschenberg; and William Wylie.

A project of this scope is only possible with signif-

icant financial support from the following for which 

the members of both institutions are deeply grateful: 

FUNd Endowment at Colorado State University; the 

Lilla B. Morgan Memorial Fund; the City of Fort 

Collins Fort Fund and Cultural Resources Board; 

the Coeta and Donald Barker Changing Exhibitions 

Endowment; the Harold and Arlene Schnitzer CARE 

Foundation; the Oregon Arts Commission and the 

National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency; 

the University of Oregon Office of Advancement; 

and JSMA members. 

linny Frickman

Director, University Art Museum

Colorado State University

Danielle m. knapp

McCosh Associate Curator, 

Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art

University of Oregon 

Additional Acknowledgments

I would be remiss to not recognize my family, who 

put up with endless discussions on art and sport. 

To my daughters—Caroline, University of Oregon 

graduate who led to our wonderful partners at the 

JSMA; and Allison, a fine example of scholar/athlete. 

And to my husband, Mo, always at my side.

linny Frickman

I thank my father, Dan Simmons, for encouraging 

a love of football; my mother, Wendi Simmons, for 

encouraging a love of art; and my husband, Chris 

Knapp, for sharing with me an enthusiasm for both. 

Danielle m. knapp
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work, emphasizing the import of enacting manly 

athleticism on a prominent American stage and 

as a metaphor for American strength. This essay 

also considers Roosevelt’s personal dilemma—the 

necessity of confronting the violent nature of the 

sport and weighing this against its positive attributes. 

His quandary is evident in the artists’ works, many 

of which concurrently contain celebratory and 

critical attitudes. 

Biographers routinely define Roosevelt’s persona 

through his embrace of athletics. A sickly child, 

Roosevelt turned to a lifelong regimen of physical 

activities—wrestling, horseback riding, mountain 

climbing, and perhaps most notoriously, leading the 

“Rough Riders” in the battle of San Juan Hill—to 

model his ideal of masculine identity. Although he 

never played football (with the exception of casual 

family scrimmages) the game nevertheless became 

a primary antidote to Roosevelt’s concerns about 

threats to manhood and a useful metaphor for an 

efficient and vital America. Sports historian Richard 

Davies notes that Roosevelt’s “political conversations 

and correspondence were often punctuated with 

comments about ‘hitting the line hard’ on behalf 

of a particular issue.”2 Thus, the president not only 

referenced the physical benefits of football, but also 

the psychological and mental toughness that would 

help American men address difficult national issues, 

as well as prepare them for the strains of war. Most 

critically, Roosevelt felt that American masculinity 

was in crisis. Modernization and industrialization 

had recently decreased the need for risky physical 

pursuits. Widespread beliefs that life had become too 

sedentary, physical labor de-emphasized, and young 

boys “molly coddled” by overly protective mothers 

led to fears of a feminized culture. Football and other 

strenuous exercise were increasingly seen as means 

to revitalize male culture and thus became new 

markers of forceful manly roles. In fact, the influen-

tial publication The Independent noted in 1909 that 

“the football field is the ‘only place where masculine 

supremacy is incontestable.’”3 

Despite Roosevelt’s deep admiration for the game, 

his relationship with football was marked by tension 

and contradiction, a paradox embodied within the 

game itself. As Davies notes, sports provide us with 

images of courage and great accomplishments, as well 

as “examples of brutality, cruelty . . . and greed.”4 As 

early as the 1880s, collegiate faculty members ques-

tioned the need for football, even calling for its aboli-

tion, due to the numbers of serious injuries and deaths 

that occurred each fall.5 In fact, early forms of football 

were banned and condemned in the Puritan colonies 

as overtly violent.6 Harper’s Weekly illustrator W.A. 

Rogers’ Out of the Game (1891) (page 47) is a candid 

image reflecting football’s dark realities.7 Attacks on 

football came to a head that year after an unprec-

edented number of fatalities and serious injuries, 

and tensions played out for Roosevelt in both the 

personal and political arenas in 1905—in his distress 

after his son Theodore suffered a serious football 

injury. Initially pleased with his son’s toughness, the 

severity of Theodore’s injury soon prompted extreme 

concern.8 President Roosevelt called a meeting with 

representatives from Harvard, Yale, and Princeton, 

“the first time a president had intervened in a sporting 

controversy.”9 How much he influenced changes to 

the game is debatable; nevertheless, reforms were 

soon enacted. 

Frederic Remington, a good friend of Roosevelt, 

is best known for his images of the American frontier, 

but he was also passionate about football. His activi-

ties as a Yale player and artist give us insights about 

football, but are complicated by the problematic 

nature of how male artistic inclinations were viewed 

in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 

America. Literary and artistic pursuits were seen by 

many as effeminate, thus allied with the decline in 

masculine culture that Roosevelt feared.10 Artists 

who embraced sports, either on the field or on the 

canvas, found a means to counter questions about 

their own virility. Joining the Yale team allowed 

Remington to “perform” his manhood, quelling any 

questions about his artistic inclination.11 

In 1899, New York governor and future President 

Theodore Roosevelt gave a rousing speech to the 

Hamilton Club in Chicago, Illinois, counseling 

his audience to pursue what he called a “strenuous 

life.” A year later, he penned an article entitled “The 

American Boy,” outlining how American youth could 

prepare themselves for a healthy manhood. Chief 

among his admonitions was the directive to pursue 

physical exercise and rough competitive sports. He 

concluded his article with an adage: “In short, in life, 

as in a foot-ball game, the principle to follow is: Hit 

the line hard; don’t foul and don’t shirk, but hit the 

line hard!”1

Roosevelt’s call for a “strenuous life” not only 

resonated on the football gridiron, but in the life-

events and images of artist-athletes. Many prominent 

American artists pictured football; but those who 

also played give us deep insights into the nature 

of the game and its relationship to the “strenuous 

life” at particular points in our country’s history. 

Frederic Remington at the close of the nineteenth 

century, John Steuart Curry in the mid-twentieth 

century, and contemporary artists Matthew Barney 

and Shaun Leonardo all played football. Others, 

most notably George Bellows, were accomplished 

athletes in other sports. This essay argues that the 

concept of the “strenuous life” informs their work 

and remains a vital idea in the American psyche, 

years after Roosevelt’s use of the term. This concept 

resonated, and continues to resonate, because of a 

crisis, both real and imagined, in traditional views 

of masculine identity. The transformation of football 

to American spectacle is also evident in these artists’ 

Roosevelt’s “Strenuous Life”: 

The Masculine Model from Remington to Barney

LINNY FRICKMAN

Figure 1. Frederick Remington (American, 1861–1909). A Day with 
the Yale Team, 1893. Harper’s Weekly illustration, 16 1/4 x 11 inches.
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prior to a game to “look more business-like.”14 

This posturing is echoed in his defense of football. 

Remington called attacks on the sport “namby-

pamby talk, and hope[d] that the game will not be 

emasculated and robbed of its heroic qualities.”15

Though best known for his prize-fighting images, 

George Bellows also pictured football. Little, however, 

has been written about them or Bellows’ relationship 

to the game. An accomplished baseball player—he 

turned down a professional contract—Bellows saw 

football as the ultimate in masculine prowess and 

was reportedly dejected when, as an Ohio State 

freshman, he failed to make the football team.16 He 

also strove to reach a Rooseveltian state of physical 

gutsiness, writing to his parents that he had taken 

part in a freshman-against-sophomore rush and that 

he was “in the middle, right where Teddy Roosevelt 

would have me.”17 

Bellows’ football drawings clearly support the 

call for a type of muscular American art, akin to the 

call for a new masculine American literature, best 

exemplified by the Henri school. In response to anxi-

eties about the feminization of culture and views of 

the artist as a “sissy,” Robert Henri, a leading figure 

in The Eight and The Ashcan School and Bellows’ 

teacher at the New York School of Art,18 sought to re-

define art in terms of masculinity. Critics responded 

with language that found “something invigorating, 

in the virile, smashing way in which he goes straight 

to the climax.”19 His call for a strong art was paral-

leled in a fraternity-like scene at the school that drew 

upon sport as a model. James Tottis quotes Pene du 

Bois, a member of the Henri Circle:

Its members delighted in the Rooseveltian 

contribution to the color of the period: the word 

“strenuous.” They took up boxing, handball, all 

sorts of gymnastics. . . . Their baseball team was 

always victorious . . . brawls occurred. . . .  

Here were art students who could glory in 

bloody noses.20

Bellows had pictured football as a student-illustra-

tor at Ohio State. These images of quarterback heroes, 

cheerleaders, and adoring debutants lack the virility 

evident in the work that he produced post-Henri 

and are often compared to the illustrational style of 

Charles Dana Gibson. In Bellow’s illustrations for 

Everybody’s Magazine (figure 2; page 65) a new phys-

icality is evident.  Bellows emphasizes the entangle-

ment of opposing lines in a scrum, the muscularity of 

the players, the extreme physical struggle.  

Following Remington’s tenure at Yale, he created 

more than twenty images—primarily illustrations 

for Harper’s Weekly—depicting football at his alma 

mater (figure 1). These images are noteworthy for 

their range of narratives and their relationship with 

his better-known frontier subject matter. The official 

closure of the frontier, a stage on which manly heroics 

were performed, also led to fears of emasculation.12 

Both Roosevelt and Remington pursued the “strenu-

ous life” through their activities in the American West, 

and football, clearly, could act as a frontier equiva-

lent. In his study of the history of the Carlisle Indians’ 

football team, David Wallace Adams argues that 

the gridiron “functioned as a ‘mythic space’ where 

the social drama of frontier conflict could be played 

out, experienced and interpreted anew.”13 Thus, 

Remington’s images of football are not anathema in 

his oeuvre, but an equivalent to his depictions of the 

rough and tumble American West.

Remington’s illustrations run the gamut, from 

A Practice Game at Yale by the Champion Foot-

Ball Eleven (1888), in which agility and athleticism 

are emphasized, to Football Armor (1893) with its 

gruesome depictions of rudimentary facial padding, 

to others that show the growing popularity of 

football as spectator sport. In Touchdown, Yale 

vs. Princeton, Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 17, 1890, 

Yale 32, Princeton 0 (page 49) row-deep crowds 

eagerly watch the physical displays of toughness 

on the field. During Remington’s era, football was 

marred by extremes of violence (gouging eyes, pur-

posely breaking bones), a kind of lawless physical-

ity embodied in the perhaps apocryphal story of 

Remington bloodying his jersey at a slaughterhouse 

Figure 2. George Bellows 
(American, 1882–1925). 
The three pony backs now 
lost their individuality. 
They became one long 
iron-spined animal with 
six legs, 1918. Everybody’s 
Magazine illustration, 7 1/16 
x 5 1/2 inches.

Figure 3. John Steuart Curry (American, 1897–1946). End Run, 1938. 
Lithograph, 10 x 13 1/2 inches. Figge Art Museum, 79.0048. 

Figure 4. John Steuart Curry sketching a football practice at the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison, 1936 or 1937.
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sporting events, most notably the first Super Bowl 

in 1967. Barney’s blimps capture precision dancers, 

who perform as if they were the half-time show. 

When Guggenheim curator Nancy Spector compares 

the “sweet wholesomeness of a cheerleading squad” 

to “Leni Riefenstahl’s Aryan propaganda films,” 

Barney’s arena becomes a complex site for compet-

ing narratives in sports as well as a warning about 

mindless mass-consumption of public spectacle.27

This tension is also evident in Barney’s fasci-

nation with the inherent narcissism and danger of 

hypertrophic training—an exercise program used 

both in football and bodybuilding—and the tragic 

story of former NFL center and Oakland Raider 

Jim Otto, a figure central to his work OTTOshaft 

(1992). Otto’s legendary football career resulted 

in extraordinary health problems, including close 

to seventy surgeries and the amputation of his leg. 

Barney engages with this cautionary tale and echoes 

Roosevelt’s conundrum. The positive aspects of 

football—sportsmanship, teamwork, mental tough-

ness—are weighed against its negatives, including 

long-term health impairment.

Roosevelt’s fears about emasculation are also 

expressed in Barney’s work. Henry Brod writes, 

“The technologization of work and war . . . has 

diminished the importance of the male body as a 

productive or heroic figure and thereby undermined 

traditional male identities. These trends and the 

dynamics of advanced capitalism . . . have turned the 

male body from a site of production to a site of con-

sumption. . . .”28 The birth of the concept of “metro-

sexuality” and the increased commodification of the 

male body now place men at a gender nexus whereby 

they become the object of the gaze, a position tra-

ditionally associated with women. Barney’s practice 

Regionalist John Steuart Curry played football at 

Geneva College from 1918 to 1920. He didn’t picture 

the sport until years later, around 1937, while artist-

in-resident at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 

where he documented football training. Curry’s 

images are noteworthy for a number of reasons, 

among them his willingness to put himself in the 

midst of the playing field and in physical danger. In 

fact, an anonymous photograph captured him being 

thrown from his sketching stool (figure 4).21 Curry’s 

End Run (figure 3) pictures the Wisconsin team in 

one of the nation’s oldest stadiums. Camp Randall 

Stadium was completed in 1917, named for its original 

usage as a Civil War training camp for the Union. The 

identification of football and football stadiums with 

military activities is not unusual. In Roosevelt’s initial 

use of the term “strenuous life,” it is clear that the 

incentive is a push toward American military inter-

vention. Following the First World War, a number of 

stadiums were erected as memorials to the war dead. 

In the language of football, the struggle for yardage 

is often seen as a struggle for conquering enemy terri-

tory, and gladiator references abound. Mari Womack 

cites General Omar Bradley—“Our military forces 

are one team—in the game to win regardless of who 

carries the ball”—and compares Curry’s players, their 

faces obscured so as to deemphasize individuals, to 

Bradley’s ideal of unified teamwork.22

Curry’s view of football adhered to Roosevelt’s 

use of the phrase “strenuous life,” a term that was 

clearly gendered and understood against a backdrop 

of fears of diminished authority for men. These fears, 

one could argue, reignite at the close of the twenti-

eth century and early twenty-first century as women 

increasingly gain prominence in public life and in our 

sporting culture. Our contemporary “strenuous life” 

then, if not gender-blind, is more gender-neutral with 

opportunities for physical activity, indeed extreme 

physical activity and competition, open to women. 

Yet, despite Title IX legislation and ill-fated attempts 

to create a women’s football league, football remains 

a male stronghold. Sociologist Michael Messner 

notes that the culture of contemporary football—for 

example television advertising that perpetuates views 

of male dominance and sexualizes women subjects—

results from the same fears of loss of hegemony first 

noted in Roosevelt’s time.23 Contemporary artists 

Shaun Leonardo and Matthew Barney, both of 

whom played football, understand concepts of mas-

culinity in this light; as a result, they are more self-

aware of the gender constructs implicitly played out 

on the football gridiron and “question the notion of 

the male athlete as the last bastion of complicated, 

authentic identity in American culture.”24

Matthew Barney’s complex body of work engages 

with a number of American narratives, many beyond 

the scope of this essay. Yet, an underlying constant 

is an interest in gender and sport—and though never 

overt, football. Barney was a high school standout 

and short-time collegiate player at Yale, before his 

professional modeling kept him from participating. 

The language of football is evident in his remarks 

and remarks about him. Further, the apparatus of 

football training—blocking sleds, for example—

figure in his performances and films. On the film-

making process Barney said, “I was a quarterback. 

I’m very comfortable working on a single thing with 

a group of people.”25 Marti Domination, perfor-

mance artist and actor in Cremaster I (1995), wrote, 

“Sometimes he encouraged me like a sports coach: 

‘Go! Go! Go!’”26 

In Cremaster I (figure 5), Barney placed his fan-

tastic vision in a venue long associated with spectacle, 

the signature blue field of Boise’s Bronco Stadium 

(renamed in 2014 as Albertsons Stadium)—the very 

field where he had played and starred as a high school 

player. Although no football game takes place in the 

film, Barney includes images associated with the 

spectacle of football and the culture of war. The use 

of Goodyear blimps to provide an aerial view of the 

stadium is notable. First developed for the aeronautics 

industry and utilized by the U.S. Navy in the Second 

World War, the blimp’s role transformed in the age of 

television to capitalize on new aerial coverage of live 

Figure 5. Matthew Barney (American, born 1967). Production still from Cremaster I, 1995.
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engages with this nexus as he allows himself to 

become both object (in his performance work, in the 

use of the Guggenheim Museum as a sort of theater 

or stadium, and as fashion model) and producer of 

demanding athletic feats. 

These themes are also prominent in the practice 

of Shaun Leonardo. Known for performance pieces 

in which the outcome is uncertain and the potential 

for injury high, Leonardo utilizes sports to investi-

gate what he calls a hyper-masculinity. Leonardo 

played football in high school and then at Bowdoin 

College, and his artistic practice is intertwined 

with athleticism. His performances borrow from 

boxing and lucha libre, a Mexican form of wrestling, 

and, in two major works, American football. Bull 

in the Ring was first presented at the Los Angeles 

County Museum of Art (LACMA) in 2008, in con-

junction with the exhibition Hard Targets—Sports 

and Masculinity. Leonardo re-enacted a drill that 

he experienced in training and that has since been 

banned, in which a single player is surrounded by 

ten others and must defend himself against attacks 

from all sides. At LACMA, he enlisted ten semi-pro 

players to form the ring, placing himself at the precar-

ious center. In preparation, he underwent months of 

training with the Bowdoin team. Prior to the perfor-

mance, Leonardo wrote, “Inherently in all my work 

I tell people half of it is critique, half of it is desire . . .  

there is a certain nerve in my body that is looking 

forward to it in every single way.”29 Leonardo’s 

works are Rooseveltian—desiring to prove one’s 

mettle on a public stage—while simultaneously 

revealing concerns about male gender identity as it 

has been defined through football. Describing the 

Bull in the Ring drill as intended to build team com-

radery and collective effort, Leonardo then ques-

tions this analysis:

. . . I find that the routine is an incredible 

metaphor for how masculinity is projected out 

in the world. In the attempt to join the ranks of 

manhood, young men will “prove” themselves 

by portraying a front of toughness. . . . The 

truth of the matter is, however, men feel the 

need to define themselves against weakness. 

We achieve true manhood not by becoming 

a “team player” but by rising above the rest—

exhibiting our superiority.30

In One-on-Ones (2014), Leonardo uses a second 

drill to question the cruelty evident in football culture, 

the willingness to inflict pain as a viable means of 

expressing manliness. The one-on-one drill, some-

times referred to as a line or circle drill, pits players 

against one another as a means to help coaches select 

starting positions. In Leonardo’s performance work, 

the artist exaggerates elements of the drill in order to 

question this mode of behavior.31 

Roosevelt’s feelings about football are rife with 

contradiction. While he is said to have deplored pur-

poseful unsportsmanlike play and called for rule 

reforms, he felt that the physical punishment of 

football was inevitable and character-building. He 

urged his sons, Kermit and Ted, to play football. 

“I would rather see my boys play it, than see them 

play any other,” he wrote.32 Reacting to a perceived 

crisis of manhood in the early twentieth century, 

Roosevelt turned to football as a panacea. Barney 

and Leonardo, through their astute artistic practices, 

demonstrate that these questions remain relevant 

today and that the “strenuous life” as played out on 

the apex of the football stage continues to be a model 

of masculinity. 

Linny Frickman is the University Art Museum 

Director and an instructor of modern and 

contemporary art history at Colorado State 

University.
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The earliest known artwork featuring a game similar 

to American football is an 1807 lithograph by an 

otherwise forgotten artist named A. B. Doolittle. It 

shows seven young men engaged in an informal ball 

game on the New Haven Green (figure 1). This is not 

the game of American football that we know today, 

however; that game would not exist until the 1870s. 

Ball games are, of course, ancient competitions. 

Medieval English versions of “mob football,” played 

by two sides of indeterminate number with the simple 

object of advancing the ball across an arbitrary goal 

line—with considerable roughness and often damage 

to property—traveled to the New World in the sev-

enteenth century. In the nineteenth century, boys at 

the handful of American colleges in existence played 

occasional games, such as the one portrayed by 

Doolittle, sometimes as an initiation ritual for new 

freshmen. The most famous of these, at Harvard, 

took place at the beginning of fall term on “Bloody 

Monday,” the name signifying its spirit and usual 

outcome. A young Winslow Homer illustrated its 

opening ritual for Harper’s Weekly in 1857 (page 45). 

British schoolboys formalized rules for two 

distinct kinds of football around this time, and 

these, too, crossed the Atlantic. The first American 

intercollegiate contest, between Princeton and 

Rutgers, on November 6, 1869, took the form of a 

kicking (soccer) game, which was soon being played 

by students at Yale and Columbia as well. Harvard 

alone preferred the running (rugby) game, but as the 

preeminent American university, Harvard prevailed 

when representatives from Columbia, Harvard, 

Princeton, and Yale met in November 1876 to form 

the Intercollegiate Football Association. Rugby then 

became American football through two simple but 

profoundly consequential rules devised by Yale’s 

Walter Camp in 1880 and 1882. The first awarded 

the ball to one side at a time (rather than putting it 

in play through the rugby scrum). The second, to 

prevent an inferior team from simply holding the 

ball to achieve a scoreless tie, required the side with 

the ball to advance it a certain number of yards in a 

certain number of tries, or give it up. The American 

football that we know today thus began in the early 

1880s, and what can truly be called “American 

football art” came into being soon after.

That art first appeared in illustrated weekly 

papers, which, like football, developed in the United 

States from an English model, the Illustrated London 

News. The two most successful of these were Frank 

Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper and Harper’s Weekly, 

founded in 1855 and 1857, respectively. With nineteen 

full- or double-page football spreads by 1893, includ-

ing the images by Frederick Barnard, Winslow 

Homer, Frederic Remington, and W. A. Rogers in the 

exhibition, as well as illustrations by other top com-

mercial artists of the day—A. B. Frost, J. Davidson, 

Thure de Thurlstrup, Charles S. Reinhart, William T. 

Smedley, and Rufus F. Zobgaum—Harper’s became 

the primary incubator for American football art. 

As the examples in the exhibition demonstrate, 

football—from nearly the beginning—was both a 

sport to be played and a spectacle to be watched. Unlike 

baseball, which was already the “national pastime,” 

played everywhere by all ages, football began as an 

elite college sport. It also became our premier sporting 

spectacle, with a championship game in New York 

on Thanksgiving Day in the 1880s and early 1890s 

that became a social event on high society’s calendar, 

alongside the opening of the opera season and the 

annual horse show. As the illustrations in Harper’s 

Weekly testify, who attended the big football games 

mattered as much as the games themselves: Barnard 

putting his top-hatted gentlemen in the foreground of 

his picture was the norm (page 25).

Through the 1880s, the artwork in Harper’s 

Weekly and other illustrated magazines was printed 

from wood engravings: artists’ drawings were trans-

ferred to woodblocks, after which an engraver incised 

the space between the lines (black line engraving) or 

the lines themselves (white line engraving), and inked 

the plates for printing. Artists frustrated by the loss 

of control required when working with an engraver 

included Homer, who became his own engraver, and 

Remington, who turned to line drawing for a time. 

In the 1880s, a new process transferred the artist’s 

sketch to a woodblock photographically, creating 

possibilities for more tonal and textural variations. 

Then, in the 1890s, improved processes for photo-

graphing images from any medium onto metal plates 

ushered in the Golden Age of magazine illustration. 

The wood engravings in Harper’s Weekly and 

other illustrated magazines belong to a relatively 

brief period, and the best ones have a distinctive look 

that exploited the process’s limitations. W. A. Rogers’ 

Out of the Game (page 47) is a striking example. The 

bold contrasts of black and white, the uncrowded 

frame, and the figures drawn with straight lines of 

varying lengths and widths, produce an expression-

istic effect that is arguably more visually powerful 

than lifelike realism would be. 

In addition to their own process-driven distinct-

ness, the wood engravings in Harper’s Weekly and 

other illustrated magazines of the 1880s and early 

1890s developed the earliest conventions for repre-

senting the new game. These, combined with three 

other developments in popular illustration, all of 

which are represented in the exhibition, contributed 

The Popular Press and the Beginnings  

of American Football Art

MICHAEL ORIARD, Ph.D.

Figure 1. A. B. Doolittle, A View of the Buildings of Yale College at New Haven, 1807. Engraving on paper. Yale University Archives.
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magazine. College football—a sport that wallowed 

in mayhem and carnage, sponsored by institutions 

of higher learning—was an easy target for all three. 

Cartoonists for Judge were particularly inventive in 

mocking the game’s violence, beginning with a back 

page lithograph in 1889 in which the reigning heavy-

weight champion, John L. Sullivan (at a time when 

prizefighting was illegal throughout the U.S.), berates 

a collegian: “If that kind of work is eddication, young 

feller, I orter be a perfesher at Yale, m’self” (figure 2). 

Judge’s 1891 parody of a properly protected football 

player, a wild exaggeration at the time, anticipated 

players’ actual padding today (figure 3). Puck had 

great fun with the football hero’s role as a manly ideal 

(figure 4). Shaggy mops atop players’ heads carica-

tured the long hair they grew in the 1890s in a feeble 

attempt to protect their heads. Grotesque nose guards 

were no caricature, but rather the first actual piece 

of manufactured protective equipment. Cartoonists 

simply let them speak for themselves.

The highly gendered nature of football was 

Gibson’s subject in his great cartoon The Coming 

Game. His association with Life lasted from 1886 

to 1932, the final dozen years as publisher and part 

owner. By 1895, when The Coming Game appeared, 

the Gibson Girl—the dream girl of American males 

and a model for American girls—had become a 

cultural phenomenon. She was also Gibson’s version 

of the New Woman of the 1890s, strong-willed 

and athletic as well as beautiful, who was invading 

formerly all-male spheres—so, why not football? The 

virile young man with the ball under his arm in The 

Coming Game is obviously overmatched by female 

adversaries who are both alluring and threatening. 

One pauses to fix her hair in an excess of vanity, 

while another stares aloofly into the distance; but the 

one in the foreground is all force and determination. 

Did readers of Life see here a celebration of female 

power or a nightmare of imperiled masculinity? 

A separate tradition in cartooning lies behind 

William Glackens’ For the Championship of the 

Back-Lot League (page 57), one in a series of New 

York scenes that Glackens painted for Collier’s, 

mostly between 1910 and 1913. The art historian 

Rebecca Zurier has called attention to Glackens’ 

cartoonist vision, which he shared with his fellow 

“Ashcan” artists George Luks and George Bellows.1 

Behind Glackens’ Championship lies R. F. Outcault’s 

Yellow Kid, the first star of the Sunday comics follow-

ing their birth in Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World 

in 1893 (figure 5). Glackens was known for rendering 

New Yorkers from all social classes at work and play. 

Here, he neither satirizes nor sentimentalizes the 

chaotic, rough-and-tumble “play” of immigrant kids 

on the Lower East Side. Instead, without judgment, 

he offers a snapshot of the life available to them.

A third tributary to the mainstream of football 

illustration appeared in the late 1890s, from the 

poster craze sparked by the monthly advertising 

placards that Edward Penfield began producing 

Figure 2. Victor (Gillam), “A Slugger’s Comment on College Foot-Ball,” 
Judge, November 30, 1889.

Figure 3. Grant Hamilton, “College Football,” Judge, November 21, 1891.

Figure 5. R. F. Outcault, “Inauguration of the Football Season in 
MacFadden’s Row,” New York Journal, November 15, 1896. San 
Francisco Academy of Comic Art.

for Harper’s Monthly in 1893. The craze was short 

lived, but the poster as a medium for art as well as 

commerce became a permanent part of the American 

visual landscape. Posters advertising college athletic 

programs, such as Penfield’s 1907 Harvard broad-

side (page 51), hung on the walls of college dormitory 

rooms. Penfield’s distinctive style—flat colors, simple 

lines, and exaggerated features—departed from other 

artists’ more classically handsome figures and infused 

his images with uncanny power. 

Most significant, the poster style became the 

dominant form of magazine cover art from the turn 

of the century into the 1930s. Penfield’s original 

posters had advertised each month’s issue of Harper’s 

magazine, whose decorative but non-pictorial covers 

never varied. The pictorial covers that began appear-

ing on magazines around 1900 made the cover itself 

the advertisement. Magazines of all kinds adopted 

to the emerging conventions for football art. The 

ingenious cartoon drawn by Charles Dana Gibson for 

Life magazine in 1895, The Coming Game (page 53), 

belongs to the great era of American humor magazines, 

led by Puck and Judge, along with Life. Puck came 

first, in 1876, initially as a German-language weekly 

magazine (again with an English model, Punch), with 

an English edition one year later. Judge followed, in 

1881, and Life in 1883. Puck and Judge emphasized 

political humor and were known for their brilliantly 

colored lithographs on the cover, centerfold, and back 

page. Life tended more toward social satire and pub-

lished black-and-white line drawings throughout the 

Figure 4. Samuel D. Erhart, “The Modern Maid,” Puck, 
November 23, 1898.
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poster-style covers, led by Collier’s and the Saturday 

Evening Post (Norman Rockwell’s storytelling style, 

chiefly for the Post, eclipsed it by the end of the 

1930s). Penfield himself was an early leader, and 

his 1901 cover for Collier’s (figure 6) created one of 

the enduring icons of football art, the running back 

with the ball tucked under his arm (the Heisman 

Trophy is a still-living version). But it was Joseph C. 

Leyendecker, the more famous of the two Leyendecker 

brothers, who emerged in the early 1900s and 1910s 

as the preeminent football cover artist. With three 

football covers for Collier’s and four for the Saturday 

Evening Post, Leyendecker had a near-monopoly 

on this subject for the two leading weekly maga-

zines from 1904 to 1916. He also added a football 

cover for The Century, in 1909 (figure 7), and two 

more for Popular Magazine in 1908 and 1909. The 

Leyendecker covers in the exhibition illustrate his 

two distinct styles: an earlier, smoother style (seen in 

his 1908 Post cover) and a later, harder-edged style 

(seen in this cover from The Century and his Post 

covers from 1913 [page 61] and 1928 [page 22]). The 

football figures in his early style were icons of flawless 

male beauty; those in the later style were pure expres-

sions of masculine power. The posthumous revelation 

of Leyendecker’s homosexuality has prompted critical 

interest in the coded homoeroticism of many of his 

illustrations. In their own time, his football players 

simply epitomized a heroic ideal.

By 1900, football was established throughout the 

country as our premier collegiate game and seasonal 

fall sport, commencing as summer baseball ended. 

Football writing, both fiction and nonfiction, devel-

oped its own conventions, and with the improved and 

more economical processes for halftone reproduction, 

magazine stories became more and more lavishly illus-

trated. These illustrations constitute the fourth major 

source of early football art. Football short stories typi-

cally had one or two small illustrations to establish 

the main characters and setting, along with a usually 

larger one of stirring football action. In these illus-

trations of violent collisions or the hero’s desperate 

efforts to score the winning touchdown, artists often 

sought to capture football’s fundamental cultural role 

as a test of manhood rather than a mere game.

Nearly all of these illustrators—Harvey Dunn, 

Howard Giles, Hawthorne Howland, W. H. D. 

Koerner, Sidney Riesenberg, and Clarence 

Underwood, among many others—are long forgotten. 

N. C. Wyeth and George Bellows are the great excep-

tions, although not remembered for their football 

illustrations. Wyeth’s very first book illustrations—for 

a collection of school sports stories published in 

1904 while he was a still a student of Howard Pyle—

included a frontispiece, in color, of dramatic football 

action. Clearly, the artist knew the sport he illus-

trated: he and his brothers played for their village 

team in Needham, Massachusetts, around the turn 

of the century (causing their mother great worry).2 

But football illustration was just a brief moment in 

Wyeth’s early career. The example in the exhibition, 

in which a coach braces up the team at halftime 

(page 67), and its counterpart, in which a victorious 

captain is carried triumphantly from the field, were 

painted to illustrate a February 1910 article by Walter 

Camp in The Century. They were also his last. By this 

time, Wyeth had established himself as a specialist on 

Western subjects and would soon be illustrating the 

juvenile literary classics for which he became famous.

Football illustration was also a tiny part of 

George Bellows’ body of work. Bellows was already 

one of the best-known (and most controversial) 

American artists when he accepted a commission 

from Everybody’s Magazine in 1912 to illustrate 

an article celebrating football heroes from the past 

(page 65). Bellows brought something altogether 

new to football illustration. He wholly abandoned 

the verisimilitude for the expressionistic effects of 

his characteristic slashing lines and cartoonish dis-

tortions. The Cutts, Weekes, and DeWitt in Bellows’ 

mixed-media drawings for Everybody’s bore no 

resemblance to the actual players with those names. 

Bellows’ style erased the figure’s individuality and 

even the players’ humanity, leaving only raw emotion 

or brute anonymity. It conveyed a kind of truth not 

possible through more realistic representation, cap-

turing what the New Yorker’s John Seabrook has 

called the more elementally brutish “hit-or-be-hit 

side of American life” that football represents.3 

Bellows accepted a second commission from 

Everybody’s in 1918, this time for a short story by 

James Hopper (again long forgotten, but the foremost 

writer of football fiction of the day). The colliding 

bodies in his drawing of the opposing teams are again 

unmistakably in his style: anonymous, nearly faceless 

masses form a symmetrical pyramid of straining 

forces in a sort of violent pastoral. Bellows’ stature 

in the art world clearly gave him editorial license to 

ignore the conventions of football illustration, but he 

also pushed the conventions for magazine football 

art in new directions. Other artists’ illustrations after 

Bellows’ 1912 drawings for Everybody’s became 

noticeably less realistic and more expressionistic.

Bellows’ football drawings are the “minor” works 

of a “major” artist. Popular illustration in general 

has never been accorded the prestige of fine art, due 

in part to its commercial purposes and in part to its 

status as a reproduction rather than an original work. 

Every reproduction, of course, began with an original 

drawing or painting, but few of those have survived. 

A small handful of originals are in museums (includ-

ing one by Bellows in the Smithsonian), a few more 

in private collections (several Leyendeckers, for 

example), but most have simply disappeared. Yet 

even for reproductions, popular illustration at its best, 

to borrow a phrase from the biographer of Charles 

Dana Gibson, can be thought of as “the art that 

conceals art.”4 At the very least, the early illustrators 

of football played a key role in the development of 

American football art, establishing conventions that 

later artists could adopt, adapt, or defy altogether.

Dr. Michael Oriard is a Distinguished Professor 

Emeritus of American Literature and Culture and 

retired Associate Dean of the College of Liberal 

Arts at Oregon State University.
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Figure 6. Edward Penfield, cover 
for Collier’s, October 12, 1901.

Figure 7. J. C. Leyendecker, cover 
for The Century, November 1909.
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Patriot Games: Military Displays at Football Games

ROBERT GUDMESTAD

When spectators approach Hughes Stadium in 

Fort Collins, Colorado—where the Colorado State 

University Rams play football—they encounter a 

wide variety of sights and smells. Fans are tailgat-

ing, tossing footballs and frisbees, listening to music, 

and talking trash. CSU football games also feature 

something called “Ram Town,” where children can, 

among other things, jump in a bounce house, throw 

footballs at a target, and run in an inflatable obstacle 

course. Uniformed Army ROTC cadets set up, 

manage, and take down the inflatables. Once inside 

the stadium, many fans wander past “Comatose,” 

a 75 mm French Howitzer cannon. Since 1954, an 

Army ROTC Cannon Crew has been firing a blank 

charge from “Comatose” every time the Rams score 

points. Army and Air Force ROTC cadets in uniform 

also do push-ups for every point the football team 

scores. And when the Rams play the Wyoming 

Cowboys (known as the Border War), the teams are 

battling for the “Bronze Boot,” a traveling trophy. 

The highly coveted prize is the now-bronzed right 

boot that CSU ROTC instructor Dan Romero wore 

during a tour of duty in Vietnam. The day before the 

Border War, ROTC cadets from both schools carry 

the game ball in a shuttle run that spans the sixty-six 

miles between Laramie and Fort Collins.1

It is hard to escape military displays during a 

football game at Hughes Stadium; the same is true for 

most football games across the United States. While 

the connection between football and the military 

seems commonplace today, it wasn’t until the Cold 

War that patriotic displays became common at ball 

games, and even then the showmanship was muted. 

A variety of American insecurities in the 1950s 

and 1960s made football fertile ground for people 

who wanted to read American identity into sport. 

Patriotic displays didn’t change much until the recent 

American wars in the Middle East, when patriotism 

became a fashionable way for the organizers of pro-

fessional and collegiate football to market the sports 

to the American public, particularly young males. 

Although it is outside the scope of this article, it is 

important to note that in the 1980s, the American 

military began to use football as a recruiting tool. 

The result is a marriage between football and the 

military to promote the game and enshrine milita-

rism, or at least patriotism, as a normal part of life in 

twenty-first century America.2

Perhaps the most tangible connection between 

patriotic sentiment and football in the first half of 

the nineteenth century came from the naming of 

college stadiums. The burgeoning popularity of 

college football after World War I contributed to a 

flurry of stadium construction. A number of these 

huge edifices were meant not just to provide space 

for games but also to remember American casual-

ties from the Great War. This idea was not new—

Harvard finished Soldier’s Field in 1890 to commem-

orate the 1,200 men from the school who had fought 

in the Civil War—but the sheer number of memorial 

stadiums is unparalleled. The newly built Grant Park 

Municipal Stadium became Soldier Field in 1925 and 

hosted the Army-Navy game the next year. Football 

teams at Illinois, Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, and 

Ohio State played within structures that specifically 

recalled the sacrifice of their student-soldiers during 

World War I.3

College football remained immensely popular 

in the 1930s and 1940s, but patriotic displays at 

games remained muted, even during World War II. 

The presence of memorial stadiums and the annual 

Army-Navy game were the only tangible connections 

to the military or patriotism. At that time, it was 

unusual, for instance, to play the national anthem 

prior to games or to have any specific ceremony to 

honor military veterans. That would change when 

the United States and the Soviet Union squared off in 

the Cold War.4

Football’s relationship with patriotism and 

military displays changed dramatically in the 1950s. 

Postwar affluence and the increase in white collar 

jobs, when combined with concerns about the power 

of the Soviet Union, led many Americans to fear 

that men had become effeminate and weak. These 

J. C. Leyendecker. 
Thanksgiving—Pilgrim and 
Football Player, 1928. Saturday 
Evening Post illustration, 14 1/8 
x 11 1/4 inches. 
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PATRIOT GAMES: MILITARY DISPLAYS AT FOOTBALL GAMES

anxieties created fertile soil for the growth of football, 

which became a way to affirm masculinity and fight 

the supposed “muscle gap.” If you didn’t embrace 

football—which was seen to embody Cold War ideas 

of containment—you might be suspected of deviant 

behavior, like homosexuality or communism. Indeed, 

football became so closely linked to anti-Commu-

nism that one college coach declared that the sport 

was “our best defense against Communism.”5 Just 

exactly how a devotion to football could hold back 

the swelling red tide remains unclear. But the larger 

point, that American insecurity in the face of a bewil-

dering new world order fed the need for overt, but 

controlled, forms of aggression is well documented.

In this context, the national anthem took on new 

meaning for football and other sports. Patriotic orga-

nizations wanted to inculcate patriotism through 

repeated observance, like reciting the Pledge of 

Allegiance or observing Armed Forces Day. They also 

wanted the national anthem regularly played before 

sporting events and, in 1952, Sertoma International 

provided singers before games and handed out 

lyrics. Soon afterwards, the Orange Bowl, an annual 

college game played in Miami at the beginning of 

January, began featuring the national anthem at 

the end of its pregame show. Gradually, it became 

common to sing the “Star Spangled Banner” before 

athletic contests in the United States, something that 

is apparently unique to America. Other countries 

typically perform their national anthems only prior 

to international contests.6 

In the 1960s, the Orange Bowl’s pregame show 

became even more explicit in its display of patrio-

tism when giant flags, fireworks, the Statue of Liberty, 

Uncle Sam, a Medal of Honor winner, and even an 

enormous red, white, and blue pagoda were featured 

in various years. The Super Bowl, the annual cham-

pionship of the NFL beginning in 1967, deepened 

this trend. As the league’s commissioner Alvin Ray 

“Pete” Rozelle put it, the NFL made “a conscious 

effort . . . to bring the element of patriotism into the 

Super Bowl.” It certainly helped that Earnie Seiler, 

the director of the Orange Bowl, organized the enter-

tainment for the early Super Bowls. Before the Green 

Bay Packers won Super Bowl II in 1968, Air Force jets 

flew over the stadium. The 1969 contest upped the 

ante even further. While the game might be famous 

for Joe Namath’s guarantee of victory, the halftime 

show featured a patriotic theme.7

Football, unlike many other sports, is uniquely 

suited to over-the-top spectacles. Unlike baseball, 

it has a built-in halftime that allows organizers 

fifteen minutes to present an elaborate presenta-

tion. Basketball and hockey have breaks between 

periods, but their relatively small indoor spaces (not 

to mention hockey’s slick surface) inhibit grandiose 

displays. Of course, patriotic displays can take place 

indoors, but the links between patriotism and bas-

ketball and hockey are relatively weak. More than 

any other sport, football has borrowed military ter-

minology: think of a blitz, a bomb, or the shotgun. 

Besides being saturated with references to war, 

football is essentially about controlling territory, 

much like a conventional war. The game itself can 

be brutally violent, and it values hyper-masculinity 

and aggression. For all of these reasons, football is 

more likely than other American sports to be linked 

to notions of patriotism and militarism. Finally, the 

advent of television exponentially magnified foot-

ball’s popularity and made it even more attractive to 

individuals who sought to use the game for political 

and militaristic purposes.8

While there was a burst of patriotism in 1991 when 

the United States initiated the Persian Gulf War, the 

“Global War on Terror” changed everything. When 

United States troops invaded Iraq and Afghanistan, 

the resulting surge in patriotic sentiment was a boon 

for football and television. NFL Commissioner Paul 

Tagliabue “was insistent from the start that the whole 

mood of Super Bowl XXXVI become intensely patri-

otic.” He succeeded. Besides the usual pageantry, the 

game in New Orleans became a “midwinter version 

of the Fourth of July, a national pep rally wrapped 

in red, white and blue.” With the help of Fox Sports, 

the network that televised the contest, the pregame 

show featured cut-away shots of United States 

troops stationed in Afghanistan, archived footage 

of the Vietnam War, a reading of the Declaration of 

Independence, and a re-enactment of the flag raising 

at Iwo Jima that morphed into the iconic flag from 

the World Trade Center.9

Super Bowl XXXVI, coupled with the American 

wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, marked a turning 

point in the intersection of football and patriotism. 

To a greater degree than ever before, the Super Bowl 

became a “celebration of military power.” The live 

video connection to troops overseas has since become 

obligatory, the persons who do the ceremonial coin 

toss are often military or political figures, and the 

pregame show still has the reading of the Declaration 

of Independence when Fox broadcasts the game; the 

contests in 2003 and 2005 even included segments 

shot from a Navy destroyer and aircraft carrier. 

League spokesman Brian McCarthy acknowledged 

that the NFL has “a great appreciation for what 

the military does and feel[s] honored to include the 

military in the Super Bowl.” While it might be “hard 

to discern the connection between Thomas Jefferson 

and the National Football League,” the NFL reaped 

goodwill benefits from latching on to the resurgence 

of American patriotism. Simply put, waving the 

flag became good for business. Militaristic displays 

helped propel an increase in viewers and the price for 

advertisements during football games. For its part, 

the military was eager to go along with the NFL’s 

presentation of events because it was an opportunity 

to give their mission in Afghanistan a humanitar-

ian perspective and soften the harsh realities of war. 

When the Fox broadcasters received a haircut or tried 

a rollover simulator, they were emphasizing support 

Frederick Barnard, The Ardor and the Joy of a Game at Foot-Ball, 1888. Harper’s Weekly illustration. 10 1/2 x 15 3/4 inches.16
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for the troops rather than questioning the war’s 

purpose. In short, Fox’s coverage of the NFL was 

“high on patriotism but low on militarism, leaving 

out any hint of blood or fighting.”10

The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan provided both 

college and professional football new ways of pro-

moting their products, further cementing the ties 

between football and patriotism. “Kickoff Live” was 

one of the first manifestations of the intertwining 

between a muscular foreign policy and American 

football. The inaugural version was a music and 

football festival in Times Square prior to the first 

game of the NFL season on September 5, 2002. It 

was relatively subdued compared to its successor in 

Washington, D.C. The NFL essentially took over the 

National Mall for eleven days—the first time that a 

private business was permitted to do so. A number 

of popular singers performed before a crowd of 

300,000 people, which included 25,000 American 

troops and their families. While the Pentagon is pro-

hibited from participating in corporate promotions, 

it is clear that the military closely collaborated with 

the NFL and Pepsi to promote a wholesome image 

of the armed forces. It was, in the words of a com-

mentator, a “peculiar, though oddly synchronistic, 

mixture of patriotic, hypermasculine, family friendly 

entertainment.”11

In this new era of mixing between football and 

patriotism, even the uniforms have become symbolic. 

Since 1990, many American sports teams at the pro-

fessional and collegiate levels have sewn flags onto 

their uniforms, but starting in 2008, college football 

teams started incorporating military camouflage into 

their uniforms. Army was the first to do so, and at 

least ten other schools followed suit. Many auction 

off the jerseys or helmets and donate the proceeds to 

a military charity. Some universities wear the special 

uniforms during Military Appreciation days. In 

2013, the Northwestern University Wildcats surely 

wore the most garish uniforms, which incorporated 

“distressed” versions of the American flag that looked 

like blood. 

The NFL, too, has jumped on the military uniform 

bandwagon with its “Salute to Service” program. 

Since 2011, each of the thirty-two NFL teams hosts 

a Salute to Service game where every player wears 

a military service branch sticker on his helmet; the 

sideline gear has camouflage elements, and coaches 

incorporate military symbolism into their clothing. 

Each team selects more military elements for the 

game itself, but flourishes include military personnel 

singing the National Anthem, flags and veterans on 

the field, flyovers, receptions for military personnel, 

and a “G.I. Joes vs. Pros” flag football game. What 

was once confined to the Super Bowl has seeped 

into thirty-two more contests. The Salute to Service 

program also sends coaches and players to military 

bases, raises money for military-themed charities, 

and gives an award to someone connected with the 

NFL who has promoted the interests of the military.12

The reaction of veterans to the mash-up of 

football and the military has been mixed. Many 

appreciate the fund-raising efforts, but others see the 

uniforms as a shallow marketing ploy. For every vet 

who favors the camouflage garb, there is someone 

like Norm Linden, a Vietnam vet, who is blunt in his 

criticism: “Does every sporting event these days have 

to become a mini-Nuremburg rally? Honor the vets 

by giving them a discounted ticket or a free replica 

game jersey or something like that, but please stop 

dressing like clowns out there.”13

The NFL explains that it “takes pride in support-

ing military personnel and remains committed to 

raising awareness for the sacrifices they make on our 

behalf.” It also notes that “supporting the military 

is part of the fabric of the NFL.” What it doesn’t 

make clear is that support for the armed forces is a 

clever marketing ploy. As Drew Magary of Deadspin 

puts it, the Salute to Service “is essentially the 

world’s cheapest licensing agreement.” In addition to 

allowing the NFL to pose as “some kind of noble 

civic endeavor,” the program allows the league to 

expand the reach of its merchandising campaign. 

Fans can go online and buy all manner of camouflage 

material in the colors of their favorite team, includ-

ing hats, shorts, phone cases, scarves, gloves, and 

even garden gnomes (!).14

Critics argue that one of the effects of this 

intersection of patriotism and football is to dilute 

the concept of fidelity to one’s country: consumer 

behavior can become a proxy for patriotism. While 

football is not the only product or source of enter-

tainment to send this message, it is probably the most 

visible. Citizens are asked to buy a jersey, attend a 

game, or watch football on television as a means of 

supporting the troops. It is also true, however, that 

some of the money generated by the sale of camou-

flage uniforms supports worthy endeavors like the 

Wounded Warrior Projects. Whether or not a person 

agrees with such military displays at football games, 

it is clear that they are here to stay.15 

Dr. Robert Gudmestad is Associate Professor of 

History at Colorado State University.
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American society has been shaped by the influential 

forces of its social institutions. These institutions 

are deeply affected by sociocultural issues while 

simultaneously serving as catalysts for encouraging 

social debates, fostering widespread social beliefs, 

and transforming American life. Similarly, the sport 

of American football has experienced transforma-

tional shifts that contribute to the ways in which we 

now view and experience the sport today. As such, 

the institution of American sport, and in particular 

American football, have and continue to represent a 

microcosm of our broader society.1

One of the most interesting and remarkable social 

transformations linked to the American football 

gridiron has arguably been made in the arena of race 

relations. At this intersection of football and society, 

we have an opportunity to explore the nuanced 

manners by which our society has been transformed 

through and by the game. 

In the U.S., one is hard-pressed to turn on a 

television during any weekend of the fall football 

season and not find the steady presence of African 

Americans as part of the game. In the 2014 Race 

and Gender report of the National Football League, 

the percentage of African Americans playing profes-

sional football was slightly over 67 percent during 

the NFL’s 2013 season. Similarly, African Americans 

account for 54.4 percent of football players in the 

Division 1-Football Bowl Series across member 

institutions of the National Collegiate Athletic 

Association (NCAA). In contrast, the percentage 

of football-related management positions held by 

African Americans was only 9.7 percent in 2014, and 

Black Pioneers: Transformations of the 

Color Line Across the Line-of-Scrimmage

ALBERT BIMPER, PH.D.

just four NFL teams had an African American head 

coach at the helm.2

In the culminating game of the 2006-7 season, 

Super Bowl XLI, two African American head coaches, 

Tony Dungy and Lovie Smith, led the Indianapolis 

Colts and Chicago Bears, respectively. This was the 

first time in the history of the National Football 

League that both teams had African American 

head coaches. Given the importance of football 

to American culture, perhaps the most significant 
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impact of this meeting between two great football 

coaches and their teams was that it played out front 

and center in living rooms across America. For a 

moment in time, the nation took witness and experi-

enced tangible progress with regard to race relations 

within the game of football, but even more so, in 

American society as a whole. It was not lost upon the 

spectacle of this Super Bowl that the representation 

of African Americans in the present day of football 

and their many successes over time are inextricably 

linked to the legacies of the black pioneers of football. 

Thus, the story of America, the American football 

gridiron, and more precisely, the black football 

gridiron, is a story of tenacity and triumph carved 

out of sacrifice and struggle. 

The game of football has its roots in the nineteenth 

century. In its infancy, football was a student activity 

that grew exponentially in popularity beneath the 

ivory towers of higher education. The first intercol-

legiate football game in the United States was played 

between Princeton and Rutgers in 1869. A few years 

earlier, Yale and Harvard met in a boat race recog-

nized as the first American intercollegiate contest. 

However, not until 1875 did Yale and Harvard meet 

for their inaugural football game. 

African Americans participated in a breadth of 

early sporting activities, including boxing, cycling, 

horse racing, baseball and football.3 Following the 

American Civil War and the emancipation of enslaved 

blacks and against the backdrop of growing de facto 

and de jure racial segregation, black athletes were 

not only finding opportunities to participate in sport; 

some distinguished themselves on the basis of their 

athletic achievements despite their exclusion from 

the visual history of football art. Isaac Murphy rose 

from a long line of black jockeys to become the most 

popular jockey of his time with his stellar record, 

winning 44 percent of his races. Moses Fleetwood 

Walker and his brother, Weldy Walker, played major 

league baseball in 1884 for Toledo. Other African 

American athletes of the 1880s and 1890s included 

cyclist Marshall “Major” Taylor and the iconic 

boxer and later heavyweight champion Jack Jackson. 

However, even as football rose to become a mainstay 

in the social sporting scene in the 1870s, few black 

players found access to the gridiron.4

Former Yale football player Walter Camp, most 

recognized for transforming the game by implement-

ing pivotal rule changes,5 would also assure his name 

in history by selecting William Henry Lewis, the 

first black college football player, for the 1892 and 

1893 Walter Camp All-America teams.6 Lewis began 

his football career playing four years for Amherst 

College in 1888. After graduation, he entered 

Harvard Law School and continued to play football 

there. But in the vast amount of imagery associated 

with Ivy League football, Lewis is essentially absent. 

A burgeoning handful of other black football 

players also made their debut on the football field 

in the 1890s: William Tecumseh Sherman Jackson 

at Amherst alongside Lewis; George Caldwell 

(Williams College); George Jeweth (University of 

Michigan); William Washington (Oberlin College); 

William Arthur Johnson (Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology); Edward Harvey (University of Kansas); 

and George A. Flippin (University of Nebraska).7 

Despite the matriculation of a few black pioneer 

football players at white college campuses, insti-

tutionalized, legal barriers prevented most blacks 

from attending white colleges and universities for 

years to come. 

In the nineteenth century, historically black 

colleges and universities (HBCUs) were founded 

as institutions of higher education for African 

American citizens to combat legalized segregation. 

The United States Congress passed the Morrill Act 

II on August 30, 1890, requiring states with segre-

gated systems of higher education to offer land-grant 

institutions for both groups—all white and colored. 

This United States statute birthed land-grant HBCUs. 

The construction of HBCUs provided distinguished 

real estate for the intellectual development and social 

expression of black citizens and athletic programs 

that gave more black students the opportunity to 

participate in collegiate sports, especially football. 

The first intercollegiate football game played 

between HBCUs occurred on December 27, 1892, 

between Biddle College (now Johnson C. Smith 

University) and Livingstone College.8 Biddle College 

emerged victorious that day, yet the greatest triumph 

realized is arguably the fact that black citizens were 

able to authorize and orchestrate an experience that 

had largely been denied them. Thus, December of 

1892 signaled a new beginning for both the game of 

football and the black experience in America. 

In 1896, the United States Supreme Court Plessy 

v. Ferguson decision upheld legalized segregation 

of public facilities, including public accommoda-

tions, educational institutions, and transportation, 

by declaring that “separate but equal” was not in 

violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. As a result 

of this decision, the sociopolitical and sociocultural 

plight of African Americans was institutionally and 

systematically relegated into near obscurity in the 

nation’s consciousness. Similarly, the budding insti-

tutions of American sport grew to generally echo the 

“separate but equal” philosophy, preventing a great 

number of blacks from participating in sports along-

side whites.9 The mounting presence of Jim Crow gov-

ernance used to maintain the systemic marginaliza-

tion of black citizens further embedded institutional 

racism in sport,10 while amplifying the racial gulf in 

American society. Nevertheless, as football’s popular-

ity took hold among newfounded athletic clubs across 

the country, the opportunity for African American 

athletes to take on an instrumental role in transform-

ing notions of equity and equality on the field would 

once again allow for progressive steps in race relations 

and the potential for integrated play.

As America entered the twentieth century, athletic 

clubs were becoming commonplace in the Midwest. 

Shelby (Ohio) Athletics Club opened its roster to 

African American player Charles Follis in 1902, who, 

on September 15, 1904, officially became the first 

African American professional football player, after 

signing with Shelby AC and receiving documented 

compensation.11 Interestingly, Follis’s Shelby AC 

teammate during 1902–3, Branch Ricky, would later 

play an instrumental role in breaking through the 

color ban of major league baseball with the signing 

of Jackie Robinson. Professional football continued 

in the form of athletic metropolitan clubs until 1920, 

when eleven clubs formed the American Professional 

Football Association (APFA). Two years later, on 

June 24, 1922, the APFA was renamed the National 

Football League (NFL). 

Professional football in the pre-NFL era included 

four black pioneers: Charles “Doc” Baker, Charles 

W. Follis, Henry McDonald, and Gideon “Charlie” E. 

Smith. Despite the pioneering efforts of these players, 

Jim Crow cast as much of a dark cloud over the early 

years of the NFL as it did over the early twentieth 

century. The total number of black players in the NFL 

rose to only thirteen before a gentlemen’s agreement 

to create a color ban in the NFL was instituted in 

1933. The last two black players to play that season 

were Joe Lillard of the Chicago Cardinals and Ray 

Kemp of the Pittsburgh Pirates. This drought of 

black players in the NFL, lasting until 1946, is also 

reflected in the absence of artist representations of 

black players during this twelve year time period, 

when blacks were mostly relegated to service roles, 

such as vendors at football game venues.

The treatment and experience of black athletes 

who had the opportunity to participate in football 

at predominately white collegiate campuses during 

this time period was not far removed from the racial 

climate in the NFL. In fact, it was common practice 

among coaches at schools residing in the South to only 

play against their Southern segregated counterparts. 

Additionally, it was not uncommon for Northern 

or Midwestern teams that carried black athletes on 

their rosters to leave these players behind or sideline 

them while playing segregated Southern schools. The 

practice of not traveling black players or withholding 

black players on predominately white football teams 

from scheduled contests would plague the collegiate 

game until the mid-twentieth century.12 

BLACK PIONEERS
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The post-World War II years experienced a shift in 

the sociopolitical climate of race relations in American 

society. One of the most symbolic markers reflecting 

this shift, particularly in the institution of sport, was 

the signing of Jackie Robinson by Branch Rickey to 

the Brooklyn Dodger’s Montreal farm system team in 

1945. The institution of sport was arguably position-

ing itself at center stage in the conversation of racial 

equity in ways that once seemed unimaginable. The 

color ban in the NFL had been intact since 1933; 

however, on March 21, 1946, the NFL reintegrated 

the league when the Los Angeles Rams signed Kenny 

Washington, a former UCLA teammate of Jackie 

Robinson.13 A couple months later, the Rams would 

acquire another college teammate of both Robinson 

and Washington, signing Woody Strode as the second 

black player in the NFL. The trio of Washington, 

Strode, and Robinson were catalysts toward revolu-

tionizing the racial landscape of the baseball diamond 

and the line-of-scrimmage across the football fields 

of America. 

Nearly a decade later, the United States Supreme 

Court overturned the 1896 Plessy decision in the 

1954 Brown v. Board of Education, declaring that 

“separate but equal” was “inherently unequal.” The 

implications of this decision transcended the court-

rooms and classrooms of America to also have 

significant impact in sport. A slow trickle of black 

athletes eventually found their way to more and 

more predominately white college campuses and 

onto their football rosters. Still, there were many 

coaches, including the legendary Bear Bryant of 

the University of Alabama, who were staunchly 

reluctant to recruit black players and integrate their 

historically segregated teams. The eventual spread 

of integration across college football teams, some 

argue, occurred more out of self-interest and a 

desire to better position teams to win and increase 

revenues rather than from virtuous morals or altru-

istic principles.14 Nonetheless, the racial demograph-

ics of the game would change—even at universities 

like Alabama and Texas. In a similar fashion, the 

number of black athletes at the professional level 

would eventually rise as well. 

Although the significance of the legacies of the 

black pioneers of football might seem like a distant 

past, the complex issues of race and race relations 

in the post-civil rights era of football continue to 

have currency. Not surprisingly, the sociocultural 

climate of sport, particularly intercollegiate athlet-

ics, situated within the context of higher education, 

strongly reflects the larger political, economic, and 

cultural system that subsidizes and maintains certain 

inequities across the color line. 

Reflected in the growing enterprise of intercol-

legiate athletics, which is driven by football, whites 

maintain a disproportionate representation in lead-

ership positions throughout the athletic programs of 

NCAA member institutions.15 A survey of campus 

leadership positions—from university/college presi-

dents to athletic directors—considered in Lapchick’s 

assessment of diversity progress, reveals that 

strikingly near 90 percent of these positions are 

occupied by whites. Additionally, all FBS confer-

ence commissioners were white men in 2013. Black 

student athletes are over-represented, compared to 

the nearly 13 percent of today’s U.S. black popula-

tion, in high-profile, revenue-generating sports (i.e. 

football and basketball) at NCAA member institu-

tions. Furthermore, the present racial landscape of 

collegiate sport and professional football highlight 

Harrison and Lawrence’s contention of a clandestine 

and continuously embedded role of contemporary 

“racism in sports and higher education.”16 The afore-

mentioned statistics in this essay thus underscore and 

magnify the continued opportunity to transform the 

color line in leadership, coaching positions, and the 

overall racial landscape of intercollegiate and profes-

sional football. 

The story of the rich history of American football 

is not complete without recognition of the plight of 

black athletes and the scope of their contributions. 

A post-racial narrative in American society often 

hijacks sport as an argumentative platform to signal 

the increased proportional participation of persons of 

color, particularly blacks, within and across sporting 

venues.17 This discourse however, fails to critically 

access and construct discourses and narratives of 

racial progress and participation in sport. The future 

of football and a conscious understanding of the inter-

face between race and the line of scrimmage cannot 

fully take shape without the same critical recognition 

of the black experience in America. On the backs of 

our collective sacrifices and struggle, the color line 

in our society has been significantly transformed 

through and by the game of football. From both a 

historical and contemporary lens, sport is a micro-

cosm of our society. The question of our commitment 

to equity and social justice thus transcends the mere 

sport of football. Therefore, as links in a long chain 

of transformative legacies, are we willing to rise to 

the challenges of today to transform the racial climate 

and race relations in the game of football and our 

society at large?

Dr. Albert Bimper is the Senior Associate Athletics 

Director for Diversity and Inclusion and Assistant 

Professor in the Department of Ethnic Studies at 

Colorado State University.
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Making Landscapes, Building American Identities: 

Catherine Opie and High School Football 

DANIELLE M. KNAPP

For Los Angeles-based photographer Catherine Opie, 

the sport of football represents a deeply entrenched 

aspect of American culture and community-building 

that is ripe for artistic exploration. Harnessing her 

desire to “make landscapes”1 from the high school 

football scene, Opie traveled around the country 

from 2007 to 2009 to photograph teenage players on 

their home fields. The resulting series, High School 

Football, juxtaposes her portraits of young men 

posing on the sidelines in their practice gear with 

wide-angle shots of the teams in action.

High School Football epitomizes Opie’s abilities 

to push the conceptual boundaries of documentary 

photography. The genre of sports-themed photogra-

phy fits well into Opie’s larger body of work, which 

explores American communities and the distinctive 

social spheres that shape private and public lives. 

Her portraits of physical and cultural landscapes are 

equal parts fine art, anthropologic survey, and psy-

chological self-study.2 Lewis Hine’s images for the 

National Child Labor Committee, which Opie first 

saw at age nine, were an early influence. Hine’s com-

mitment to social reform first inspired an elementary 

school book report and later spurred Opie to pursue 

photography with the same ideals (and, a few decades 

after Hine made his photographs of child laborers, 

he photographed teenage football players, too [page 

63]). This youthful interest in the art form, which, 

after receiving a camera from her parents manifested 

in images of everyday scenes from her neighborhood, 

became the groundwork for Opie’s approach to pro-

fessional practice: capturing representative moments 

in the relationships between identity, community, 

and place. 

Opie applies a serious rigor to her practice. She 

works in series, which have clear boundaries and 

goals set by the artist herself. Her dedication to 

photography extends to a mastery of the technical 

aspects of the art form. The materiality and physical 

possibilities of photography’s many options excite her. 

Having worked as a lab technician at the University 

of California, Irvine, for several years early in her 

career, Opie is well-versed in a wide berth of photo-

graphic techniques and has printed in Chromogenic 

color (C-prints), Polaroids, silver photogravure, and 

other formats.

According to Opie, the football gridiron is “truly 

a site of American landscape.”3 This, in particular, 

stimulated her interest in documenting the high 

school games in action. Photographing football 

raises the question: how does one acknowledge, in 

a single portrait, the complex layering of identities 

and expectations that young men engaging in such 

an iconic sport carry in their roles as players? Opie 

was not concerned with seeking out the celebrity 

aspects of the sport but concentrated on its mani-

festation during its most unguarded moments. Britt 

Salvesen, curator and department head of the Los 

Angeles County Museum of Art’s Wallis Annenberg 

Photography Department, said of the body of work 

that “It’s another chapter in [Opie’s] ongoing explo-

ration of how gender constitutes identity and being 

part of a group within society can create or limit 

opportunities for shaping one’s life.”4 

As with most of her earlier projects, Opie has 

a personal connection to the sport of football. Her 

partner, painter Julie Burleigh, has a large family back 

home in small-town Louisiana, where all of Burleigh’s 

nephews played football. As Opie recounted to art 

critic and writer Linda Yablonksy in 2008, “I started 

going to the high school games [in Louisiana] and fell 

in love with the lighting and the idea of the field as 

a stage of Americana. I love looking at these young 

faces and wondering who they’ll become. And what it 

means to be masculine.”5 

The archetypal American school includes a football 

field. Although the geographies of her “Football 

Landscapes” are diverse, representing towns in Alaska, 

California, Hawaii, Louisiana, Ohio, and Texas, they 

shared the common elements of any football game: 

team, goalposts, stands, and fans. Working with her 

studio camera alongside the “real” sports photogra-

phers using telephoto lenses, Opie put herself right 

into the thrust of the sideline action. Unlike the other 
Figure 1. Dusty, 2007. 
C-print, 30 x 22 1/4 inches.
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(predominantly male) photographers, though, Opie 

did not seek to capture the heroic moments that would 

define the course of the game. She was less interested 

in touchdowns or tackles and more concerned with 

capturing a sense of the everyday reality of football as 

it appears in its most accessible form in communities 

across the country. 

Football Landscape #17 (Waianae vs. Leilehua, 

Waianae, HI) (figure 2) illustrates the result of this 

process. Situated just beyond a mass of bodies, 

clothed in Waianae’s dark blue jerseys and helmets, 

are several distinctively Hawaiian elements. We see 

a pair of palm trees with a distant stretch of ocean 

beyond the field. Another of Opie’s images from 

this location positions the viewer directly across 

from and level with the sparsely populated stands 

as players rush to the ball. One might question 

if we, as viewers, are the local crowd, cheering on 

our Waianae Sea Riders. Or are we the visiting fans 

from Leilehua, who came thirty miles to watch 

this sparsely attended game under a vibrant sky? 

Although the image may at first raise such ambigui-

ties, in fact, Opie always kept the home team in mind 

during her shoots. Depicting the subjects in their 

own environments was a key point in her philoso-

phy behind this project. This resulted in no photog-

raphy of teams in colder climates late in the season, 

when they embarked on play-offs in large, artificial, 

indoor stadiums that removed them from the context 

of their simple and familiar home turf.6 

The game-day landscapes only account for half of 

the content of High School Football, though. On a 

different day, following a regular practice, Opie pho-

tographed every member of the teams that she visited. 

The poses were carefully selected by the artist as she 

conversed with her subjects. This resulted in hundreds 

of portraits in total. Her real editing process came 

later: Opie would “first, focus on the players and the 

game; then, create the body of work.”7 

In Opie’s small cross-section of adolescence, the 

full range of male maturity—both physically and 

attitudinally—is on display. Her subjects’ soiled 

uniforms, sweaty faces, and battered bodies reflect 

the artist’s balance of documentary photography 

and staged setting. The portraits’ titles are simply 

the subjects’ first names: Broc, Faifo, Rusty, Stephen, 

Tyler. Absent are the team names, players’ numbers, 

or surnames emblazoned across their uniforms. 

Dusty (figure 1) shows a lean young man in practice 

gear at Notre Dame High School in Crowley, 

Louisiana. His head and shoulders are just above 

the true horizon line, his long form cropped above 

the knees. His face is flushed, which, when coupled 

with the falling daylight, indicates that the portrait is 

also documenting the conclusion of the day’s activi-

ties. Strong shadows nearly give the impression of 

a lighted stage. Others in the High School Football 

series of portraits, like Texan Dominic (page 111), 

whose stance is nearly identical to that of Dusty save 

for a helmet held at his side, seem somehow less con-

fident or theatrical.

As recounted by Christopher Bedford in Frieze 

shortly after Opie’s project took place,8 during the 

photo shoots, her subjects were asked to recall their 

proudest moments on the field. Some of the players’ 

faces seem to reflect those memories. A few poses 

even call to mind the grandeur of eighteenth-century 

European portraiture, images which encapsulate the 

braggadocio of the nobility. This is not a surprising 

effect, given the work that first brought Opie to the art 

world’s attention in the 1990s. Northern Renaissance 

artist Hans Holbein (German, 1497–1543), was an 

artistic stimulus for her early photographic portraits 

of friends and of her own body during the 1990s that 

explored sexual identity, family structure, and private 

and public selves. Opie’s large-scale “royal family” 

portraits depicted friends from the sadomasochistic 

leather subculture in San Francisco. These dignified 

and celebratory images provided a sense of legitimacy. 

Notably absent from the images that comprise 

High School Football are portraits of any women 

who participate in the sport. It has been more than 

forty years since Title IX legislation was enacted 

within the Higher Education Amendments of 1972,9 

but while participation has dramatically increased 

for female student-athletes in most sports, football, 

in particular, remains a male-dominated culture.10 

Asked whether she had thought about seeking out a 

team with a female player, Opie admitted that it had 

been a consideration—Crenshaw High School in Los 

Angeles even had a young woman on their team in the 

year after Opie had been there—but by then the series 

had been completed and Opie thought that return-

ing to it would be counter-productive, creatively. The 

young woman’s inclusion would have contrasted her 

biological “otherness” with her status as a member 

of the team, and this was not Opie’s goal. Instead, 

she was focused on the precise communal make-up 

of the team at that time of her visit, female presence 

or not. 

In the half-decade since Opie completed High 

School Football, the boys she photographed at such 

a pivotal time in their adolescence have moved 

into a new phase in their adult lives. She has noted 

that at the time when she photographed the team 

at Twentynine Palms, site of the Marine Corps Air 

Ground Combat Center, three-quarters of the young 

players had parents deployed in the Middle East. At 

the conclusion of her project, Opie sent an 8 x 10 pho-

tograph to each player on every team that had posed 

for her. Heartbreakingly, some families responded 

with thank-you notes that included updates that their 

sons had joined the military after graduation and 

had since died in overseas combat. She never heard 

from any of the young men themselves. Not everyone 

left football behind, however. Years after the project, 

Figure 2. Football Landscape #17 (Waianae vs. Leilehua, Waianai, HI), 2009, C-print, 48 x 64 inches. Courtesy of the Artist and Regen 
Projects, Los Angeles.
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Opie learned that one of her subjects from Crenshaw 

High School, Marcus Martin, was drafted to the San 

Francisco 49ers in 2014.

High School Football differs from many of 

Opie’s earlier series of landscapes, including 

Freeways (1994) and Houses (1995), which were 

mostly devoid of human subjects. This depar-

ture from her previous practice works well in the 

“Football Landscapes.” The players and spectators 

activate the field and bring the landscape to life. 

The portraits were intended to capture the boys 

as they were, but not to erase the truths inherent 

in those larger-than-life identities, a “democracy 

of representation,” as Opie calls it.11 “We think of 

football players as warriors, heroes, all these estab-

lished ideas,” 12 she says. On each team, individuals 

embody high-school archetypes: e.g., the “skinny 

guy,” the “hunky quarterback.” Opie wanted to 

document the vulnerabilities of the players who 

bear these personas when they step onto the field. 

One might not think of football players as being an 

under-recognized social subgroup in the way that 

Opie’s earlier subjects have been, but through her 

trained and sensitive eyes, we are made privy to the 

distinctively American and multi-layered reality of 

identity formation that affects young athletes.

Danielle M. Knapp is the McCosh Associate 

Curator at the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art at 

the University of Oregon.
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Lived/Active: Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York

1829 Born Salem, MA

1904 Died New Canaan, CT

John Rogers suffered from inflammation in his eyes that affected his ability to 

work and read, but the affliction did not seem to impact his practice of modeling 

clay sculptures—a hobby inspired by the work of a friend he had seen in 1849. 

While Rogers exhibited substantial talent, his family dissuaded him from 

pursuing an artistic career. He worked primarily as a mechanic and draftsman 

in his early life, but the repercussions of the Panic of 1857, during which he lost 

his job working on the railroad line, prompted him to commit to his passion for 

sculpting. In 1859, Rogers traveled overseas to study in Europe, as was customary 

for all serious artists at the time. Yet, he returned within a few months, unin-

spired by the classical subjects he was instructed to copy and unimpressed by 

the work of his fellow students. David H. Wallace, author of John Rogers: The 

People’s Sculptor (Wesleyan University Press, 1967), speculates that the lack of 

classical training in Rogers’ formal education may, in part, explain his distaste 

of the classical tradition and preference for realistic genre works.1 He became 

known as “the artist of the Common People,”2 and he has been likened to 

American icon Norman Rockwell because of his works’ marketability and the 

popularity he experienced during his lifetime. 

Though his success was not immediate, Rogers’ experimentation with 

different media and persistent efforts to create a substantial market for his work 

through a “large sales and small profits”3 approach solidified his artistic legacy. 

Wallace notes, “Between 1860 and 1893 the American public bought about eighty 

thousand of John Rogers’ putty-colored plaster statuettes at an average price of 

about fourteen dollars.”4 The sculpture exhibited here, Football, is rare: not only 

is it one out of a series of fifteen or fewer,5 but also few of the artist’s delicate 

works survive. Rogers’ own sons, themselves Yale students, served as models for 

the tacklers. William Herbert Corbin, Yale Bulldogs center (and captain of the 

undefeated 1888 team) posed as the ball carrier.

JOHN ROGERS

Football, 1891 

Painted plaster, 15 1/4 x 11 1/4 x 9 3/4 inches

1. David H. Wallace, John Rogers: The 
People’s Sculptor (Middletown, CT: 
Wesleyan University Press, 1967), 
18–19, 61.

2 Ibid., 107.

3 Ibid., 82.

4 Ibid., xiii.

5 Janet M. Miller, Museum Assistant, 
Yale University Art Gallery, in email 
correspondence to Christie Hajela, 
February 26, 2015.
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Lived/Active: United Kingdom, California, Pennsylvania

1830 Born Kingston upon Thames, England

1904 Died Kingston upon Thames, England

Eadweard Muybridge (given name, Edward James Muggeridge) was born in 1830 

in Kingston upon Thames, about fifteen miles southeast of London. 

Muybridge left his home in the early 1850s to begin his career as 

a sales agent for the London Printing and Publishing Company, 

working first in New York City and then in San Francisco. It was 

not until 1861, while he was back in England, that he learned the 

wet-plate collodion process and began his professional photographic 

practice. After returning to California in 1867, Muybridge took an 

unprecedented series of photographs of the Yosemite Valley, using 

a team of assistants and his mobile photographic unit, “The Flying 

Studio.” Those images, published and widely distributed in newspa-

pers and a guidebook, Yosemite: Its Wonders and its Beauties (1868) 

by John S. Hittell, along with a series of photographs he completed of 

other California natural landmarks and parks secured his reputation. 

Muybridge’s early photographic works can be compared to 

classical pre-modern landscapes, with large-format scenes typi-

cally viewed from a raised vantage point. As his career progressed, 

however, Muybridge became more interested in investigating new 

ways to depict sequential and instantaneous views of motion. A 

turning point was his 1872 study of horses in motion. His innova-

tive photographic methods produced proof of “unsupported transit” 

(all four hooves leaving the ground) during both a trot and gallop. 

Muybridge continuously pushed the limits of the developing practice 

of photography and saw the camera as an artistic tool that could 

capture both reality and illusion simultaneously. The camera aided 

the eye in seeing what it psychologically knew was happening but 

was undecipherable by the human eye. In the 1880s, Muybridge was commis-

sioned by the University of Pennsylvania to document the motion of animals from 

the Philadelphia Zoo, as well as human beings engaged in activities ranging from 

household chores to military actions. Muybridge was especially interested in the 

motions of athletes and he recruited many of the members of the Penn football 

team as his models. Today, the resulting images in Animal Locomotion: an 

Electro-Photographic Investigation of Connective Phases of Animal Movements, 

are considered invaluable in the development of modern art.

EADWEARD MUYBRIDGE

Animal Locomotion, Plate 301 (Football, punt), circa 1880s 

Collotype, 13 7/8 x 19 1/2 inches (plate); 7 x 17 7/8 inches (image)
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WINSLOW HOMER

Lived/Active: Maine, Massachusetts, New York 

1836 Born Boston, MA

1910 Died Prouts Neck, ME

Winslow Homer was raised in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in a middle-class 

family. His mother, Henrietta, an amateur watercolorist, encouraged her young 

son’s interest in the arts. At age eighteen Homer began an apprenticeship at the 

lithography firm J. H. Bufford, where he learned the process of lithography by 

producing covers of sheet music. Unhappy with the artistic restraints he was 

forced to work under at the firm, Homer left in 1857 to become a freelance illus-

trator, first for Ballou’s Pictorial and then for Harper’s Weekly. His magazine 

illustrations were printed in a larger format than those he completed for books, 

so he typically made them more complex in both composition and character. 

Unlike Homer’s book illustrations, the subjects of his magazine illustrations were 

usually of his own choosing. They encompassed the life around him, including 

people, places, and events, ranging from student life at universities to the drama 

of the Civil War. As Michael Oriard describes in his essay for this catalog (page 

16), the traditional freshman initiation game was held on “Bloody Monday” at 

the start of the academic year and was illustrated by Homer for Harper’s Weekly. 

This image shows the game in one of its earliest and simplest—albeit most 

brutal—iterations. 

In the fall of 1859, Homer moved to New York City with the hope of 

becoming more than an illustrator and enrolled in courses at the National 

Academy of Design. Also that year, Homer’s brother gave him a copy of Michel-

Eugène Chevreul’s book The Laws of Contrast of Colour (1859), which further 

increased Homer’s interest in painting. By 1875, Homer was able to support 

himself solely through his paintings, and today his work can be seen as a visual 

depiction of the tension between the art of illustration and painting during the 

late nineteenth century.1 

1 David Tatham and Winslow Homer, 
Winslow Homer and the Pictorial 
Pres (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse 
University Press, 2003), xix.



The Match Between Sophs and Freshmen — the Opening, 1857 

Harper’s Weekly illustration, 16 x 22 1/2 inches
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W. A. ROGERS

Out of the Game, 1891

Harper’s Weekly illustration, 11 1/2 x 16 1/4 inches

Lived/Active: New York, Washington D.C.

1854 Born Springfield, OH

1931 Died Washington, D.C.

After leaving his home state of Ohio for New York City, self-taught artist 

William Allen Rogers worked for the Daily Graphic before filling the void at 

Harper’s Weekly upon “Father of the American Cartoon” Thomas Nast’s depar-

ture in 1877. Rogers drew his cartoons in pen and ink on woodblocks. After 

twenty-five years of drawing political cartoons for that publication, he took a 

position at the New York Herald and ultimately retired from The Washington 

Post in 1926. Although, as a whole, his drawings lacked the gravitas or sheer 

talent of some of the more notable names in the field, Rogers was a popular illus-

trator and enjoyed a successful career. 

In Out of the Game, the brutal physicality of football is given center stage. 

As an injured player lies crumpled on the ground and an attendee rushes to 

him, the play action continues uninterrupted a few yards down field. Even the 

teammate who assists him is bandaged. Notably, this 1891 representation of 

a college football game predates the requirement that players wear helmets by 

nearly fifty years. In the same issue of Harper’s Weekly, an article by sports-

writer Walter Camp, titled “Team-Play in Foot-ball,” expounded the sport’s most 

desirable, character-building virtues.1 Camp was an authority on the subject as a 

former player, coach (Yale, 1888–92, and Stanford, 1892, 1894–95), and creator 

of the system of downs, the eleven-player play structure, and other rules that 

significantly shaped the game into the modern sport we know today.

1 Michael Oriard, Reading Football: 
How the Popular Press Created an 
American Spectacle (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 
1993), 147.
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Lived/Active: Kansas, Connecticut, New York

1861 Born Canton, NY

1900 B.F.A., Yale School of the Fine Arts

1909 Died Ridgefield, CT

Frederic Sackrider Remington played football as a student at the Yale School of 

the Fine Arts. Although he was unable to graduate on schedule due to his ailing 

father’s death,1 the positive experience of playing on the Yale team (captained by 

the legendary Walter Camp) stayed with him. In 1881, Remington left New York 

in pursuit of adventure on the great American Frontier—a romantic vision that 

enraptured the young artist. While the reality he encountered in his travels fell 

short of his grand expectations, Remington’s passionate nostalgia for the glory 

of the West persisted throughout his career. Ultimately, idealized compositions 

of cowboys, ranchers, Native Americans, and cavalrymen became identifying 

markers of his work, though he also depicted subjects beyond these, as seen in 

Touchdown, Yale vs. Princeton. In 1882, Century Illustrated Magazine commis-

sioned Remington to create images to accompany writings by Theodore Roosevelt 

that reflected the same nostalgia for the fabled frontier. Despite Roosevelt’s praise 

of his work, Remington continually struggled to gain recognition as a fine artist, 

rather than an illustrator. In 1899, he submitted his final entry to the National 

Academy of Design’s juried exhibition—his tenth attempt—yet was once again 

denied full membership. 

In 1903, Remington signed a four-year contract with Collier’s Weekly, and 

while this meant continuing his career as a commercial illustrator, the position 

allowed him the freedom to explore his preferred themes and develop his work 

independently. Several of his football paintings were reproduced in publications, 

and he created over twenty illustrations of the sport for Harper’s (See Linny 

Frickman’s essay on pages 9–11 for a discussion of Remington’s football imagery). 

During this period Remington also ventured into sculpture, taking advantage of 

advances in lost wax casting methods to create pieces that are admired for their 

intricate details. Unlike the majority of his contemporaries, however, Remington 

refused to study in Europe in a conscious effort to maintain an authentic 

portrayal of American subject matter in his own work. 

FREDERIC REMINGTON

Touchdown, Yale vs. Princeton, Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 17, 1890, Yale 32, Princeton 0, 1890

Oil on canvas, 22 x 32 9/16 inches

1 Despite having not completely the full course of study, Remington was finally awarded a degree 
in 1900 when the Yale School of the Fine Arts’ Dean, John Ferguson Weir, and faculty accepted 
a published manuscript and original artwork in lieu of the requisite thesis. Judith Ann Schiff, 

“Artist in the Backfield,” Yale Alumni Magazine, published October 1998, accessed May 21, 2015, 
archives.yalealumnimagazine.com/issues/98_10/old_yale.html.
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Lived/Active: New York

1866 Born Brooklyn, NY

1925 Died Beacon, NY

As a young man living in New York in the 1890s, Edward Penfield attended 

classes at the Art Students League, worked at Harper & Brothers (where he was 

a staff artist and art editor before his promotion to art director), and traveled 

to England, France, and the Netherlands. The influence of Henri de Toulouse-

Lautrec (French, 1864–1901) and Théophile Steinlen (French, born Switzerland, 

1859–1923), the Beggerstaff Brothers (British, active 1894–99), Japanese wood-

block prints, and ancient Egyptian art all contributed to his stylistic development. 

In 1897, Penfield was commissioned to create a series of murals depicting colle-

giate life in Harvard University’s Randolph Hall. His paintings included scenes 

of the most popular sports and leisure activities among students: football, hockey, 

baseball, polo, and cycling. 

Penfield later featured football imagery on posters and magazine covers. 

He had made his first designs for Harper’s weekly political periodical in 1893. 

Although publishers typically employed commercial lithography firms to create 

posters, the upper administration at Harper’s Weekly sought to be recognized 

for something more original. They approached Penfield with the request for a 

fresh design, thus beginning his legacy as the “Father of the American Poster.” 

Working during the golden age of American illustration and poster art, the artist 

was known for his strong shapes, bold color choices, and excellent draftsman-

ship. Penfield, who later described the aim of American poster art as “[to have] 

simplicity and good composition,” 1 additionally distinguished himself by signing 

his artwork—with only his initials on his first poster, but then his complete signa-

ture on the following works. In addition to his long relationship with Harper’s 

Weekly, Penfield was a regular contributor to The Saturday Evening Post, 

Collier’s, Life, and several other publications, as well as a designer for calendars 

published by the Beck Engraving Company. He later lived at New Rochelle, an 

artist’s colony popular with illustrators (including J.C. Leyendecker, Frederic 

Remington, and Norman Rockwell) and wealthy Manhattanites who had fled 

city life; he was a founding member of its art association in 1912.

EDWARD PENFIELD

Harvard, 1907

Lithograph on paper, 18 3/4 x 12 1/4 inches

1 Penfield wrote to Rochester, New 
York-based newspaper editor John 
Hilliard on December 7, 1895. The 
correspondence included discussion of 
Penfield’s earliest posters’ designs and 
influences. See David W Kiehl, Phillip 
Dennis Cate, and Nancy Finlay, eds., 
American Art Posters of the 1890s 
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 1987), 13.
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CHARLES DANA GIBSON

The Coming Game: Yale vs. Vassar, 1895

Life Magazine illustration, 17 x 11 inches

Lived/Active: Massachusetts, New York

1867 Born Boston, MA

1944 Died New York City, NY

Charles Dana Gibson was introduced to the arts as a young child and was highly 

influenced by his father, a silhouette cutter. In 1885, Gibson began his formal 

artistic education in New York City at the Art Students League; however, after 

one year he was forced to leave and go into the workforce due to family hardship. 

Gibson began to work as an illustrator in New York and was primarily concerned 

with depicting social figures rather than political issues. 

In 1890, Gibson created a silhouette—modeled on his wife, Irene Langhorne 

Gibson—that became known as the “Gibson Girl.” The Gibson Girl gained 

popularity as an ideal image of youthful feminine beauty. The modern woman 

was to be smart, stylish, and athletically fit. These standards were on full display 

in Gibson’s imagined scrimmage between male and female players in 1895’s The 

Coming Game: Yale vs. Vassar. Students at the women’s college (which did not 

become coeducational until 1969) were known for their athleticism, and Gibson 

depicted his subjects as fiercely determined and in fine physical form as they 

prepare to tackle the Yale ball-carrier.1 These football players epitomized the 

Gibson Girl type, with their upswept hair and hourglass figures, but it is their 

commanding presence in a traditionally male game that makes this work so bold 

and socially charged. 

Gibson enjoyed great success during his career, working for such publica-

tions as Collier’s Weekly, Scribner’s Century, Tid-Bits (later renamed Time) and 

Harper’s, and his illustrations were so popular that they helped to increase the 

circulation of Life. In 1905, Gibson retired from his work as an illustrator and 

focused on painting oil portraits, but he was unable to completely abandon his 

illustrative style and returned to it after a few years. 

1 “In the quarter century after 1875, 
Vassar women were introduced to 
archery, baseball, basketball, rowing, 
tennis, and track.” The college was 
known for its rigorous program for 
calisthenics, and many of its students 
set athletic records during their atten-
dance. See Allen Guttmann, Women’s 
Sports: A History (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1991), 113. 
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Lived/Active: Quebec, Pennsylvania 

1867 Born Ramsay Township, Lanark County, Ontario

1889 B.A., McGill University

1892 M.D., McGill University

1938 Died Philadelphia, PA

R. Tait McKenzie enrolled at McGill University at age eighteen and stayed 

involved with the school for the next two decades. Following his completion 

of medical school there, he served in the role of Medical Director of Physical 

Training and Lecturer in Anatomy. McKenzie had known fellow McGill 

alumnus James Naismith, the inventor of basketball, since his youth, and was 

given the opportunity to teach gymnastics at the university with his friend. 

Believing that exercise kept a person well, not just physically but socially, 

McKenzie developed a program of physical activity that was instituted in 

McGill’s core curriculum. Frustrated by his inability to find three-dimensional 

models of physical education to be used in his lectures on anatomy, McKenzie 

began creating his own sculptures to demonstrate these points. His first attempt, 

the Masks of Facial Expressions series in 1902, was followed by Sprinter and 

then Athlete the following year. Though these early works were met with criti-

cism for their lack of competency and finesse, McKenzie was undeterred. Travel 

abroad gave him the opportunity to study from the examples of the European 

masters, and his work improved significantly. 

In the post-war period, McKenzie, who had served as a medical officer 

leading rehabilitation efforts in Manchester, England, during World War I, saw a 

rise in both public commissions for his art and speaking invitations on the topic 

of collegiate sports. The Onslaught depicts not only the physical tension of a 

group of players straining for the ball, but also the spirit of the game. University 

of Pennsylvania students served as many of the models and the team’s athletic 

trainer, Mike Murphy, assisted McKenzie’s preparation for this sculpture by 

running his players through the wedge play repeatedly so that the artist could 

carefully observe every action in the maneuver.1 Following his appointment as the 

first J. William White Research Professor of Physical Education at the University 

of Pennsylvania in 1931—a position he held for twenty-five years—McKenzie 

found even more time to devote to sculpture.

R. TAIT McKENZIE

1 Andrew J. Kozar, The Sport 
Sculpture of R. Tait McKenzie, 2nd 
edition (Champaign, IL: Human 
Kinetics Books, 1992), 48. 



The Onslaught, study of a football scrum, 1920

Bronze with grey–brown patina, 15 x 38 x 23 1/2 inches
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WILLIAM GLACKENS

For the Championship of the Backlot League (A Football Game), 1911

Collier’s illustration, 14 1/2 x 10 1/2 inches

Lived/Active: New York

1870 Born Philadelphia, PA

1938 Died Westport, CT

William Glackens began his artistic career as a magazine illustrator and artist-

reporter. He traveled extensively, including to Cuba on assignment for McClure’s 

Magazine in 1898 to record the Spanish-American War, before dedicating himself 

to painting in 1904. He continued to maintain a working relationship with 

magazines such as Collier’s. As a member of the New York City-based artists 

group The Eight, Glackens was known for his bright palette and cheerful leisure 

scenes. His vivid and joyful work stood in opposition to the gritty social realism 

preferred by many of his contemporaries. In 1912, Glackens traveled to Europe 

to advise his former high school classmate, esteemed collector Albert C. Barnes, 

on his purchases of modern art. Glackens helped organize and exhibited in the 

American section of the monumental Armory Show the following year. As one of 

the Ashcan School’s most distinctive realists, he bridged the styles of the French 

Impressionists and Post-Impressionists, whom he deeply admired, and created a 

new, distinctively American mode of modern painting.

For the Championship of the Backlot League (A Football Game) demon-

strates Glackens’ skill at depicting crowds, an inescapable element of modern 

city life. Compositionally, it reveals the artist’s ability to set the scene for action 

without sacrificing clarity. The densely packed, gesticulating figures of children 

at play are viewed from an elevated point, so that one can also see the bustling 

tenement housing just beyond. Glackens knew the area well. He and his family 

lived in a Greenwich Village middle-class townhouse during this period. A 

massive wave of immigration, coupled with emerging child labor legislation, 

meant that youth filled streets and alleyways in increasing numbers when not at 

work or school. As a result, an emerging playground movement advocated for 

permanent structures to be erected in approved areas to prevent just the type of 

unruly, spontaneous play that Glackens immortalized here.
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Lived/Active: France, Illinois

1871 Born Foix, France

1934 Died Chicago, IL

After training at the École des Beaux-Arts and working as a portraitist and 

landscape painter in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Henri Farré (alternately Henry 

Farre) served as an observer-bombardier in the French forces during World War I. 

He was named the official painter of the army and navy under General Gustave 

Léon Niox.1 Farré’s firsthand familiarity with innovations in flight technology, 

dogfights, and bombardments was reflected in his paintings. Considered the first 

modern aviation artist, he depicted flying from the aviator’s point of view. He 

was incredibly prolific and produced over 175 aerial scenes during the war. His 

works, which included portraits of famous pilots, were exhibited throughout 

the United States and Latin America during and after the war. Funds raised by 

this propaganda tour were used to support war widows and orphans in France 

and increased Farré’s international profile. Soon after the war’s end, he moved 

to Chicago, where he lived for the rest of his life, while continuing to exhibit his 

work regularly in Paris. Farré was awarded the Legion of Honor and the Croix 

de Guerre for his contribution to the French army’s cause and he earned the Gold 

Medal at the Paris Salon of 1934.

Farré did not focus solely on aviation imagery during his career, as demon-

strated by his etching Red Grange. One of the first true gridiron celebrities— 

some have called him the Babe Ruth of football—Harold “Red” Grange 

(American, 1903–91) became a nationally known star in the 1920s due, not 

only to his extraordinary skills on the field, but to a media machine that prefig-

ured the big-media, big-money sports culture. As an All-American player at the 

University of Illinois, he came to national attention in October 1924 when he 

scored multiple touchdowns against the University of Michigan in the first few 

minutes of a game. Filmed by a newsreel cameraman, Grange’s feat was screened 

at movie theaters throughout the country. The “Galloping Ghost,” as Grange 

had been nicknamed, went on to advance his celebrity-standing as a professional 

player for the Chicago Bears. In Farré’s image, Grange emerges from the scrum to 

run for a Bears’ touchdown. 

HENRI FARRÉ

Red Grange, 1928

Etching on paper mounted on board, 11 1/4 x 18 1/8 inches (image)

1 Although Farré had been eager to 
join his country’s cause, he was 
initially deemed too old to serve in 
the French military. He happened to 
meet General Niox, the director of 
the Hotel des Invalides and Musée de 
l’Armée, while at the War Ministry 
to discuss his service papers. The 
superior officer asked Farré to join 
a new group of artists who were 
tasked with making a visual record 
of the country’s experience at war. 
Luther Y. Gore, “Henry Farré: 
The First Aviation Artist,” Journal 
of American Culture 7, Issue 1–2 
(Spring/Summer 1984): 79–80.
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Lived/Active: Illinois, New York

1874 Born Montabaur, Germany

1951 Died New Rochelle, NY

Joseph Christian Leyendecker moved from Germany to Chicago, Illinois, with his 

family in 1889. Leyendecker studied at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago 

and, following a year of additional training at the Académie Julian in Paris, 

returned to the United States where he quickly found work in merchandising and 

apparel marketing. His most famous creation was “The Arrow Collar Man,” for 

Cluett Peabody & Company of Troy, New York, who represented the stylish, 

hyper-masculine modern American male. Unlike Norman Rockwell (American, 

1894–1978) and other illustrators who worked from photographs, Leyendecker 

preferred to employ live models. His finished paintings then served as his source 

material for hundreds of magazine illustrations. Leyendecker began working 

for the Saturday Evening Post in 1899. His imagery for the magazine (which 

included 321 covers) has taken on iconic status: he is responsible for the chubby, 

nude New Year’s baby, the mainstream jolly, red-faced Santa Claus, and the 

predominant associations of turkey with Thanksgiving, flowers with Mother’s 

Day, and firecrackers with the Fourth of July, all of which persist to this day. 

Beginning in 1876 with the Intercollegiate Football Association’s institution 

of a game between the top two teams on Thanksgiving Day1 and continuing 

through the 1880s as many other collegiate teams scheduled their final games 

of the season on the same day, this close association between the sport and the 

holiday became firmly embedded in American culture. This is well-evidenced by 

Leyendecker’s Saturday Evening Post cover from November 24, 1928 (page 22). 

The scene paired colonial and contemporary figures whose similarity in stances, 

(historically inaccurate) armor, and long stockings reinforced the popular impres-

sion of the quintessential football player as an American hero and symbol of 

masculine ideals. Leyendecker had made images of football on several earlier 

occasions, including a November 14, 1908 cover for the Saturday Evening Post 

that drew from his painting of a football kicker in action.

By the time Leyendecker created this cover, he was already well-established 

as the “father of football illustration.” His representations of the sport had 

been given top billing by both Collier’s and the Saturday Evening Post over the 

previous two decades and were characterized by handsome football heroes, the 

earliest versions of which were typically depicted in action like “machine-age 

dynamo[s]”2 (as seen in the example at right).

J.C. LEYENDECKER

Football Players, 1913

Saturday Evening Post illustration, 14 1/8 x 11 1/4 inches

1 James W. Baker, Thanksgiving: The 
Biography of an American Holiday 
(Lebanon, N.H.: University Press of 
New England, 2009), 75.

2 Michael Oriard, King Football: Sport 
and Spectacle in the Golden Age of 
Radio and Newsreels, Movies and 
Magazines, the Weekly and the Daily 
Press (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2001), 139.
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Lived/Active: New York, Wisconsin

1874 Born Oshkosh, WI

1905 M.A., Pedagogy, New York University

1940 Died Hastings-on-Hudson, NY

Lewis Wickes Hine began his career as a teacher and sociologist, using photog-

raphy as an important tool to supplement his work in these fields. For Hine, the 

camera could be used to address issues of social injustice and produce powerful 

images to initiate change. Notable themes in his work include child labor and 

immigration—the latter appearing in his earliest series from a trip to Ellis 

Island, New York, with Frank Manny. Manny was a professor at the Oshkosh 

State Normal School who encouraged Hine to take up photography and pursue 

a teaching career; he later hired Hine to a teaching post as the director of New 

York’s progressive and reformist Ethical Culture School. There, Hine shared 

his photographs with students and used the images to enhance his teaching. He 

also documented the students’ daily activities in a series titled “Ethical Culture 

Schools, NYC,” which, in addition to this image of three young men engaged 

in a football drill, included photographs of students in class, preparing meals, 

playing field hockey, creating murals, and engaging in other pursuits. Hine had 

photographed the sport of football on several other occasions, including National 

Guard soldiers playing at training camp in 1917 and the Hastings-on-Hudson 

High School team in 1934.

Hine is still best known for his role as the official photographer for the 

National Child Labor Committee. Though his images have come under criti-

cism for the staging of subjects to promote the social agency’s cause, Hine’s work 

predated more recent critical debates over photographic “truth” and objectivity, 

as well as the documentary genre of the 1930s. Hine referred to his images as 

“Hineographs,” branding and embracing his approach to the photograph as an 

effective marketing tool. Hine’s later work shifted to a less critical approach to 

the social issues surrounding labor and instead focused on a heroic portrayal of 

the worker. This approach is evident in his photographs of the construction of the 

Empire State Building (1930–31), as well as the other images that appear in Men 

at Work, a children’s book he published in 1932. 

LEWIS W. HINE

Three Boys at Football Practice, circa 1935

Gelatin silver print, 7 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches
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Lived/Active: Ohio, New York

1882 Born Columbus, OH

1925 Died New York City, NY

Hailing from Columbus, Ohio, George Bellows moved to the East Coast to 

pursue a career in illustration after he dropped out of The Ohio State University 

at the end of his junior year in 1904. A drawing from his time as a student 

there quite literally, through the size, placement, and juxtaposition of the 

central figure, captured the idea of the football player as hero (or “big man on 

campus”) that developed across the country. Bellows was himself an impressive 

baseball and basketball player. Once he arrived in New York City, the aspiring 

painter enrolled at the New York School of Art and met his mentor, Robert 

Henri (American, 1865–1929). Bellows drew his inspiration from the ideas of 

the modernists around him, as well as from old master painters, such as Rubens 

(Flemish, 1577–1640), Titian (Italian, circa 1488–1576), and Velasquez (Spanish, 

1599–1660).1 Bellows was intrigued by the less populated areas around New York 

City. The majority of his works focused on these outer landscapes, rather than 

the chaotic hustle and bustle of downtown Manhattan. Though best known for 

his prize-fighting images, Bellows also pictured football. In his drawings repro-

duced in Everybody’s Magazine, Bellows emphasized the physicality of the game, 

the entanglement of opposing lines in a scrum, the square-shouldered muscularity 

of the ball-carrier, and the physical pain expressed in facial grimaces. 

Bellows personally strove to reach a Rooseveltian state, excelling both as 

artist and accomplished athlete. Although he lived a short life (he died at age 

forty-two from peritonitis), his work is a touchstone in the history of American 

art. During his career as a graphic artist, Bellows’s illustrations focused on race, 

religion, and urban issues. He is associated with the Ashcan Painters, a New 

York-based group that studied under Henri and focused on the evolving environ-

ment around them. However, in contrast to the key figures in this movement, 

Bellows saw New York City as brutal and transformative. He was highly recog-

nized for his work, receiving awards from the National Academy of Design 

(Medals, 1908, 1913, 1914, and 1916), the Art Institute of Chicago (Medal Prize, 

1916), and the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts (Beck Gold Medal, 1921). 

GEORGE BELLOWS

Weekes began a spectacular hurdling of their lines and backs. Over the crashing 

forwards he leaped, a perilous feat, with men tumbling on him as he fell, 1912

Everybody’s Magazine illustration, 10 x 13 1/2 inches

1 Charles Brock, George Bellows (New 
York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
2012), 13.
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Lived/Active: Maine, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania

1882 Born Needham, MA

1945 Died Chadds Ford, PA

Newell Convers Wyeth was a devoted student of his early art instructor, Howard 

Pyle (American, 1853–1911), a successful illustrator and children’s book author 

based in Wilmington, Delaware. Wyeth sold his first illustration to the Post in 

1903 while still a student. Pupils at the Howard Pyle School of Art were encour-

aged to pursue firsthand knowledge of their subject matter. Heeding the advice 

of his mentor, Wyeth made three extended trips to the American West between 

1904 and 1906. He picked up odd jobs, from cattle herdsman to mail carrier, 

and developed a deep familiarity with the people and landscape of the American 

West. Wyeth’s fantastic imagination and keen artistic skills lent themselves easily 

to children’s adventure stories. He was hired to produce drawings for Charles 

Scribner’s Sons’ edition of Treasure Island in 1911, and many commissions for 

additional books followed. Wyeth drew upon his experiences out West to inform 

his later work, including the images for James Fennimore Cooper’s famous 

frontier series Leatherstocking Tales in the 1920s. Although Wyeth’s illustra-

tions were also in high demand for periodicals such as Harper’s Monthly, Ladies’ 

Home Journal, McClure’s, Outing, and Scribner’s, he had a deep desire to be 

recognized as a serious painter. For the last decades of his life, the artist pursued 

this goal more doggedly while living in the Brandywine Valley. He restored a 

seaside home in Port Clyde, Maine, named “Eight Bells” (a nod to Winslow 

Homer’s 1886 painting) and spent his summers painting there. 

Wyeth’s illustration Between Halves—the Head Coach Braces up the Team 

accompanied an article by Walter Camp in Century Magazine’s February 1910 

issue. Titled “An All-Time All-America Foot-Ball Team,” Camp’s essay outlined 

the ideal qualities associated with teams and players. Michael Oriard in his book 

Reading Football: How the Popular Press Created An American Spectacle (The 

University of North Carolina Press, 1993) describes Wyeth’s depiction of this 

stately coach, in a dress shirt and tie, capturing “perfectly this sense of managerial 

manliness in one of the age’s rare portraits of the coach.”1 Such an image suggests 

a hierarchical “corporate ladder” of divided labor in the sport, which mirrored 

economic models in American business. In a second illustration accompanying 

this article, The Victorious Captain, Wyeth depicted a jubilant scene of the 

(presumed) quarterback being carried off the field on his teammates’ shoulders. 

N. C. WYETH

Between Halves—The Head Coach Braces up the Team, 1893

Century Magazine illustration, 9 1/2 x 6 1/2 inches

1 On the same page, Oriard contin-
ues: “It is noteworthy that for all the 
words written about coaching genius, 
coaches were nearly unrepresented by 
popular artists during this golden age 
of newspaper and periodical illustra-
tion.” (209)
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THOMAS HART BENTON

Forward Pass, 1972

Lithograph, 18 x 25 inches

Lived/Active: Missouri, New York

1889 Born Neosho, MO

1975 Died Kansas City, MO

Thomas Hart Benton divided his youth between his native Missouri and 

Washington, D.C., and briefly attended Western Military Academy (1905–6). 

Although he belonged to a prominent political family, he chose to pursue a career 

in art, enrolling in the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 1907 and at the 

Académie Julian in Paris two years later. During World War I, Benton served in 

the Navy. His task was to record the work of the painters camouflaging the ships 

in the naval yard. After his discharge, Benton taught at the Art Students League 

of New York (1926–35), where his most famous student was the young Jackson 

Pollock (American, 1912–56), and at the Kansas City Art Institute (1935–41). He 

long held the position of director at the City Art Institute and School of Design in 

Kansas City, Missouri. Benton continued to make art until the end of his life and 

was in the midst of a major mural project for the Country Music Hall of Fame 

Museum in Nashville when he suffered a heart attack in his studio in 1975. 

Benton sought to minimize the influence of a European art aesthetic in the 

United States by helping to develop and promote a distinctively American mode 

of image-making. Although he is especially well-known for his large paint-

ings, such as the propaganda series The Year of Peril (1941) and public mural 

Independence and the Opening of the West (1961) at the Harry S. Truman 

Library, he was also prolific as a draftsman, printmaker, and writer. His litho-

graphs, such as Forward Pass (1972), display the same qualities, including 

stylized figures and local settings and narratives, that solidified him as one of the 

foremost Regionalist painters. In November 1969, Benton attended a Kansas City 

Chiefs football game to sketch on the sidelines in preparation for a large mural 

project. His visit was well documented by Wes Lyle, photographer for the Kansas 

City Star. The resulting studies informed several later works, including an oil 

painting titled Football and the Forward Pass (1971) and the lithographic series 

of that composition completed the following year. 
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Lived/Active: Colorado, New York, New Mexico

1891 Born Austin Bluffs, CO

1979 Died Santa Fe, NM 

Laura Gilpin lived most of her life in Colorado Springs, but it was her images 

of the people and landscapes of the American Southwest that secured her legacy 

as one of the foremost photographers of Native Americans and the American 

landscape. Gilpin’s interest in the medium began as a teenager, after receiving 

a Brownie camera as a gift. Her introduction in the mid-1910s to photographer 

Gertrude Käsebier (American, 1852–1934), who would become her mentor and 

one of her biggest supporters, and her training with Clarence White (American, 

1871–1925) in New York from 1916 to 1918 provided a solid foundation in the 

art form. Gilpin’s early professional works were soft-focused pictorial photo-

graphs produced in her commercial studio in Colorado. Eventually, she moved 

away from the style in favor of crisper compositions. Gilpin became a master of 

platinum printing, a method respected for its wide tonal range, durability, and 

superior surface quality. 

This image of a football game appears to predate her working relationship 

with the Navajo populace, the images for which she is now best known.1 It’s 

not the first time she turned her camera on the sport. An earlier portrait that 

Gilpin made of her brother, Frank Gilpin, Jr., from 1915 to 1916, in the collec-

tion of the Amon Carter Museum, shows the young man dressed in his football 

uniform. Throughout the 1920s, Gilpin traveled widely and created a diverse 

body of images, including portraits, still lifes, and landscapes. Varied responses 

to her work were largely the result of tensions in public and critical taste. Both 

pictorialism and “straight” photography (characterized by sharp-focus images 

typically made on glossy gelatin silver prints) had their ardent supporters in the 

1920s photography circuit, but there was great confusion between what types of 

images and treatments qualified as each. Regarding reception of Gilpin’s works 

in this decade, former Amon Carter Museum Curator of Photographs Martha A. 

Sandweiss wrote, “Even as New York critics praised it for its straight, unmanipu-

lated, and therefore up-to-date style, Paul Strand hedged because it seemed too 

‘soft-focus’ and therefore in the pictorial style he thought outmoded. At the same 

time, Ralph Steiner, a former Clarence White student who had become involved 

in advertising photography and professed to hate pictorial photography, lauded 

[Gilpin’s] photographs because they did not seem pictorial at all.”2

LAURA GILPIN

Untitled (Football Game), circa 1920s

Gelatin silver print, 7 5/16 x 9 3/8 inches

1 Gilpin’s commitment to photograph-
ing the Navajo community began in 
1930, when she and her companion 
Elizabeth Forster visited the area. 
Over the following decades, Gilpin 
regularly made extended trips to the 
homelands of the Navajo and Pueblo 
peoples. Her subject matter included 
families, trading posts, ceremonies, 
and community events. Unlike the 
staged, romanticized photographs of 
ethnographers like Edward Curtis 
(American, 1868-1952), Gilpin’s 
images captured the real moments 
of the Navajo community and its 
members’ adaptation to modern 
life with sensitivity and respect. 
These documentary images carried 
the weight of social commentary – 
encouraging viewers to recognize the 
power of the physical environment to 
shape human activity. The enduring 
strength of Gilpin’s photographs was 
their ability to show that indigenous 
cultures were thriving amidst periods 
of great change. 

2 Martha A. Sandweiss, Laura Gilpin: 
An Enduring Grace (Fort Worth: 
Amon Carter Museum of Art, 1986), 
41.
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NORMAN ROCKWELL

“A little kid has lots of heroes,” 1961

Graphite on paper, 12 x 11 inches

Lived/Active: Massachusetts, New York

1894 Born New York City, NY

1978 Died Stockbridge, MA

Norman Perceval Rockwell was determined to pursue an artistic career from an 

early age. His natural inclination for illustration intersected with advances in 

color-printing technology, and his success can be attributed, in part, to a rapidly 

expanding publishing market. In 1916, at the age of just twenty-two, Rockwell 

submitted a cover illustration for The Saturday Evening Post—the first of what 

would eventually amount to 322 covers in a forty-seven year career with the 

magazine. Rockwell’s prolific body of work ranges from well-known covers 

for the Post to personal sketches he mailed to fans: a collection so vast that 

even Laurie Norman Moffatt’s “definitive” catalog admits to being incomplete. 

Rockwell’s expansive mode of production contributed to the ubiquitous recogni-

tion of his work, which has come to be read as uniquely American imagery. 

Though sometimes criticized for depicting a superficial or idealized portrayal 

of American culture, Rockwell’s illustrations, as noted by Christopher Finch, 

author of Norman Rockwell’s America (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 

1985), provide an accurate sense of the social values and cultural ideology of 

the times. Rockwell identified himself as an “illustrator” rather than an “artist.” 

He inscribed these values in his visual stories of the everyday, with a particular 

talent for capturing the animated expressions of children. Alternately titled “The 

Football Hero,” Rockwell’s “A little kid has lots of heroes” accompanied an 

advertisement for Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance that grouped “the mighty 

halfback” with “the cop at the corner” and “the top hero of all—Dad.” Such 

associations reinforced the notions of sport as a morally admirable and even 

valiant pursuit.
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Lived/Active: Connecticut, Kansas, Wisconsin

1897 Born Dunavant, KS

1919 Geneva College

1946 Died Madison, WI

John Steuart Curry attended both the Kansas City Art Institute and the School 

of the Art Institute of Chicago before finishing an education at Geneva College. 

Several years after his graduation, a trip to Paris in 1926 afforded Curry the 

chance to study the works of the European masters. Curry secured his legacy as 

one of the greatest American regionalists and muralists with stirring representa-

tions of the land and people of the Midwest. His illustrations appeared in Boys’ 

Life, St. Nicholas, County Gentleman, and The Saturday Evening Post. He 

eschewed the prevailing European trends in favor of images that promoted an 

American identity. One of his best known works is the series of murals started in 

1937 at the Kansas State Capitol in Topeka. At the time of their creation, Curry 

was subjected to backlash from members of the public and the legislature who 

took offense with both his subject matter (which included tornados and fanatical 

abolitionist John Brown as well as other subjects considered too negative by many 

citizens) and his color scheme. The project was left unfinished in 1942, and he 

chose to leave the state. 

Curry was increasingly focused on painting throughout the 1920s and ’30s, 

but he never abandoned printmaking and illustration. End Run and Football 

Game (Off Tackle) were printed the year after he served as artist-in-residence at 

the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s agricultural school. As detailed in Linny 

Frickman’s essay for this catalog (page 11), Curry, himself a former football 

player, regularly sketched on the sidelines of the Badgers’ practices. He explored 

football imagery in other media, too, though scholar Henry Adams described an 

awkwardness in Curry’s representation of Wisconsin players in paintings from 

this same period as “figures [that] seem to be made not of flesh and blood but of 

pneumatic tubes, like the Michelin Man.”1

JOHN STEUART CURRY 

Football Game (Off Tackle), 1938

Lithograph, 9 7/8 x 13 7/8 inches

1 Patricia A. Junker and Henry 
Adams, “Space, Weather, Myth, 
and Abstraction in the Art of John 
Steuart Curry,” John Steuart Curry: 
Inventing the Middle West (New 
York: Hudson Hills Press, 1998), 11.
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Lived/Active: New York 

1898 Born Paris, France

1920 B.A., Yale University 

1954 Died Dorset, Vermont

Reginald Marsh, born to wealthy American artists working abroad in Paris, 

moved to Nutley, New Jersey with his family in 1900. Marsh relocated to New 

York City soon after his graduation from Yale University. He was quickly recog-

nized for his astute political cartoons and, over the next decade, found work as 

an illustrator for the New York Daily News, The New Yorker, and the Marxist 

newspaper New Masses. Due to Marsh’s strength at capturing the bustling 

essence of the city, as well as its seedier undertones, he has been compared to 

social critics and satirical printmakers William Hogarth (British, 1697–1764) 

and Honoré Daumier (French, 1808–79). A study trip to Europe in 1925 and 

his experience as a student at the Art Students League of New York ignited his 

enthusiasm for painting. There, Marsh’s instructors included American urban 

genre painters John Sloan (1871–1951) and Kenneth Hayes Miller (1876–1952). 

New York City as portrayed in Marsh’s paintings from the 1920s and ’30s was a 

vibrant, noisy, bawdy place. 

Marsh interpreted the world around him in sketchbooks. The quick studies 

show every aspect of proletariat New Yorkers’ lives, from the revelry of dance-

halls and Coney Island to the desperation of the breadline. These sketchbooks 

were, according to art historian Marilyn Cohen, “the foundation of [Marsh’s] 

art. They show a passion for contemporary detail and a desire to retain the whole 

of his experience.”1 Here, Marsh’s undated drawing of scenes from an imagined 

historical football game (complete with captions ranging from “Inviting your best 

girl to the game” to “The college presidents and corporations in a little game 

on the sidelines”), though with a comical tone, is replete with violent imagery. 

Two fantastic beasts ridden by weapons-wielding brutes dressed in ancient garb 

square off in the heat of the battle across the bottom of the page. The images 

presented in other vignettes are even more disturbing, depicting figures trampled 

underfoot and beaten with clubs. This imagined history of Yale’s and Princeton’s 

storied rivalry presents it as wildly debaucherous and corrupt, with not an actual 

football in sight. 

REGINALD MARSH

Princeton–Yale Football Game 7000 BC—Sketches made on the spot, no date 

Pen and black ink over graphite, 16 1/16 x 12 inches 

1 Marilyn Cohen, Reginald Marsh’s 
New York: Paintings, Drawings, 
Prints, and Photographs (New York: 
Whitney Museum of American Art in 
association with Dover Publications, 
1983), 6.
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HAROLD EDGERTON

Football Kick, before 1939

Gelatin silver print, 11 7/16 x 12 5/8 inches

Lived/Active: Massachusetts, Nebraska

1903 Born Fremont, NE 

1925 B.S., Electrical Engineering, University of Nebraska - Lincoln

1927 M.S., Electrical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

1931 Ph.D., Electrical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

1990 Died Cambridge, MA

Though he dedicated his life to electrical engineering, Harold Edgerton is best 

known for his innovations in photography. Edgerton was lauded for his keen and 

innate sense for the aesthetics of photography, and his intuitive sense of color, 

contrast, and composition set his photographs apart from mere scientific studies. 

His experiments in photography began as a graduate student at MIT while 

researching synchronous motors (motors whose speeds match the frequency of 

their electric current). Edgerton’s breakthrough came when he noticed the visual 

effect of a strobe, or pulsating light, on high-speed machinery. In a split-second 

flash of light, Edgerton observed how the moving mechanical parts of the motor 

seemed to “freeze,” capturing time at a standstill. Edgerton used a camera to 

document the precise moment of the illumination, and in 1931, he developed the 

first electronic flashbulb synchronized to a camera’s shutter speed. He also made 

revolutionary innovations to various photographic fields, including deep-sea, 

nighttime, aerial, and elapsed-time photography.

Edgerton continued to develop flash photography over the years, using it to 

study a wide variety of high-speed subjects, including a bullet’s impact with an 

apple, a drop of milk splashing in a saucer, and the fluttering of hummingbird 

wings. In Football Kick, Edgerton used wires to trigger the flash, freezing the 

moment Harvard football coach Wes Fesler’s foot imprinted the football. It was 

when Edgerton’s strobe was used to take images of a 1940 track meet that sports 

photojournalism was revolutionized and his invention of the flash bulb reached 

the mainstream. 
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Lived/Active: Illinois, Iowa, New York, Oregon

1903 Born Cedar Rapids, IA

1926 B.A., Drawing, Painting, and Illustration, School of the Art Institute  
 of Chicago

1929 M.A., Painting, School of the Art Institute of Chicago

1981 Died Eugene, OR

After completing his education in Chicago and working and exhibiting in Iowa, 

Illinois, and New York in the early 1930s, David John McCosh relocated to 

Eugene, Oregon, to assume a faculty position at the University of Oregon. From 

1934 to 1970, he taught courses in lithography, drawing, oil painting, and water-

colors. McCosh made an enormous impact on the next generation of Northwest 

painters, especially those who responded to the distinctive Oregon landscape. 

The body of work that defined his career, characterized by his engagement with 

his visual surroundings and an emphasis on direct observation of nature, was far 

removed from his early illustrative works. However, throughout his life his work 

always reflected his close attention to his immediate surroundings. This ranged 

from the people, architecture, and urban energy of Chicago in the 1920s to the 

Pacific Northwest’s inspiring natural landscape, and the simple charms of the 

college town of Eugene where he taught for nearly four decades.

McCosh’s formal training in lithography at the School of the Art Institute 

of Chicago and his eye toward cartooning and newspaper journalism shaped his 

interest in making images of the social reality of Great Depression-era Chicago. 

He was well-acquainted with the tenets of Midwest regionalism from his time 

as an instructor at Grant Wood’s Stone City Art Colony (1932–33). Although 

he was already well on his way to being a serious printmaker and painter in the 

early 1930s, McCosh’s sense of humor and talent for satire is shown in many 

drawings from this period. This cartoon, in which the unfortunate “Peavy” dives 

in error to catch a bucket, is signed with his occasional nom de plume “D. John.” 

Following his move to Oregon, McCosh remained interested in representations 

of sport. He was a frequent attendee at games, races, wrestling events, and tennis 

matches, as evidenced in his many sketchbooks. The rapid motion of the athletes 

presented opportunities for sketching exercises in response to ever-changing 

subjects—and McCosh often paid as close attention to the activities of the fans as 

he did to the action on the field. 

DAVID McCOSH 

“Peavy’d be a Good Man if He Wasn’t so Near–Sighted,” before 1934

Black chalk on paper, 19 x 14 inches
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Lived/Active: Pennsylvania

1904 Born Philadelphia, PA

1967 Died Philadelphia, PA

Benton Murdoch Spruance initially pursued architecture at the University of 

Pennsylvania before he began studies in painting at the Pennsylvania Academy of 

Fine Arts. A longtime member of the Philadelphia Art Commission, Spruance was 

an active advocate for the arts during his lifetime. He co-founded the Philadelphia 

chapter of Artists Equity in 1949, and a few years later, lobbied for the city of 

Philadelphia to enact “Percent for Art” legislation that ensured a portion of 

public building costs would be spent on works of art. Furthermore, Spruance 

spent thirty-five years as chairman of the Fine Arts Department of Beaver College, 

and following that, as director of graphic arts at the Philadelphia College of Art. 

Though he painted his entire life, his biggest contribution to the arts was in print-

making, especially the advances in color lithography that he initiated. 

Spruance’s work throughout the period of the Great Depression docu-

mented average citizens and the activities, social issues, and technological devel-

opments that shaped modern life. Popularly known as “The Football Artist,”1 

Spruance, a University of Pennsylvania fan, was an avid spectator of the game 

and made it the subject of at least fifteen lithographs and paintings during 

the 1930s. His biographer, Lloyd M. Abernethy, described Spruance’s distinc-

tive representations of football: “He found and conveyed an excitement in the 

physical clash of sinuous bodies and a rhythm in the patterns of play that other 

artists had not yet discovered.”2 Few printmakers were focusing on football at 

the time. Spruance’s early lithograph Backfield in Motion was awarded the top 

honor at the Philadelphia Print Club’s 1932 competition. A second work, Shovel 

Pass (1935), elegantly communicates the energy and strain of the players via 

their tangled, elongated forms. 

BENTON SPRUANCE

Backfield in Motion, 1932

Lithograph on paper, 10 1/4 x 14 7/8 inches

1 Lloyd M. Abernethy. Benton 
Spruance: The Artist and the Man 
(Cranbury, NJ: Associated University 
Presses, 1988), 41–43.

2 Ibid., 42.
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Lived/Active: Illinois, Iowa 

1906 Born De Witt, Iowa

1979 Died Davenport, Iowa

A native Iowan, John Bloom made a career out of representing 

the agricultural and domestic activities of his home state. His 

art education included classes at St. Ambrose University, the 

Tri-City Art League School, and the Art Institute of Chicago. 

In 1932, he was awarded a prize at the Iowa State Fair for his 

oil painting Burial (1931), a scene from his grandmother’s 

funeral. As Bloom’s public profile increased, his work was 

noticed by Grant Wood (American, 1891–1942). Wood, who 

lived and worked in nearby Cedar Rapids, hired Bloom as 

his assistant for Public Works of Art Projects underway at 

the Iowa State University Parks Library and the Des Moines 

Public Library. He also invited him to participate in the 

Stone City Art Colony for its first summer session in 1932. 

Bloom’s skill at mural-painting brought several later commis-

sions, including his most famous work, Shucking Corn at 

the De Witt Post Office (now City Hall) in 1937. Later in his 

career, when public commissions were not as readily available, 

Bloom earned his living through commercial illustrations 

until his retirement in 1969. His later works often referenced 

the early regionalist interests on which he had established his 

career in the 1930–40s.1 Bloom’s 1950 painting of a pile-up 

of football players shows the moment just after a (presumably 

successful) field goal attempt has been kicked. 

JOHN BLOOM

Field Goal, 1950 

Tempera on board, 16 x 48 inches 

1 “John Bloom: Visions of Iowa,” Figge 
Art Museum, accessed June 6, 2015, 
figgeartmuseum.org/Figge-Art-
Museum-%281%29/February-2009/
John-Bloom—Visions-of-Iowa.aspx. 
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Lived/Active: Arizona, New Mexico, New York

1907 Born Bloomfield, NJ

1932 B.A., Applied Art, Alfred University

1978 Died Washington, D.C.

After attending boarding school, the Parsons School of Design, and Alfred 

University, Helen Post moved to Europe and studied photography and darkroom 

techniques under Trude Fleischmann (Austrian-American, 1895–1990) along-

side her younger sister Marion Post Wolcott (1910–90), who later documented 

Depression-era poverty as an employee of the Farm Security Administration. 

After returning to the United States in 1935, Post initially focused on photo-

graphing educational institutions in the New York City area. In 1937 she 

married Rudolf Modley, an economist and management consultant who traveled 

frequently, and accompanied him to his worksites in the western U.S. She also 

embarked on many photography trips without her husband.1 

During the late 1930s and early 1940s, Post documented the daily life 

of many of the Native American tribes in the American Southwest, including 

the Sioux, Navajo, Apache, and Hopi. Post had an especially compassionate 

approach to her photography and was skilled with languages. She was able to 

photograph many communities that might otherwise have resisted an outsider’s 

presence. Using her 70mm Rolleiflex camera, she documented the realities of 

Native Americans’ daily activities and responses to a changing world. From 1936 

to 1941, she took thousands of photographs. Many of her images were then sold 

to the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) for reproduction in their publications, but 

the majority of her pictures were never published or exhibited during her lifetime. 

Post’s subject for this photograph was a young boy attending the BIA’s non-reser-

vation school in Encanto Village, Phoenix, Arizona, which had been opened in 

1891 to assimilate Native American youths. By the time Post visited, the school’s 

administrators had already made changes to their structure and pedagogy 

based on the 1928 “Meriam Report” (officially titled The Problem of Indian 

Administration), which called for an end to assimilationist practices. Historically, 

the game had been seen as a way to indoctrinate Native Americans into white 

civilized society.2 Even as schools changed their teaching methods in the 1930s, 

football remained an important aspect of the institutional cultures. Its promi-

nence at BIA schools served as a symbol of the mainstream interests and activities 

that Native Americans were expected to appropriate and, in effect, of the drastic 

changes and ideological pressures enforced on indigenous peoples throughout the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

HELEN POST

Untitled (Boy kneeling with football, Phoenix Indian School), circa 1936–42

Gelatin silver print, 9 3/8 x 7 3/8 inches

1 “Helen Post Collection Guide – 
Biography,” Amon Carter Museum 
of Art, accessed June 11, 2015, www.
cartermuseum.org/imu/acm/#imu[bro
wse=enarratives.4395.

2 For an in-depth study of football’s 
role in the assimilation of Native 
American students, see John Bloom, 
To Show What an Indian Can Do: 
Sports at Native American Boarding 
Schools (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2000).
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Lived/Active: New York, Oregon

1919 Born Seattle, WA

2011 Died Portland, OR

Born in Seattle, painter, printmaker, and teacher William James (Jack) McLarty 

spent most of his life in Portland. Following his education at the Museum Art 

School (now the Pacific Northwest College of Art), McLarty spent two years 

living in New York City (1940–42), after which he returned to Oregon and 

quickly established himself as one of the major forces in the regional arts and 

culture scene. While an instructor at the Museum Art School (1948–81) and 

co-founder of the Image Gallery (1961–86), McLarty also exhibited his own 

work widely in exhibitions both in and outside of the state. He is known for his 

surrealist approach to the figure (usually depicted in dreamscapes or imagined 

geographies), bright palette, and active social conscience. His imagery, which 

ranges from futuristic machinery and architecture to giant babies and fantastic 

animals, acknowledges the complexities of life and that things may not always be 

as they seem. 

McLarty, a sports fan, completed a series of wildly imaginative reinterpre-

tations of football players at the height of his career in the 1960s. The tension 

between gentlemanly competition and “brute impulses” struck a chord for him. 

Although he often used images of athletes taken from the daily newspaper as 

inspiration, he diverted from such straightforward representations. “Sport photo-

graphs always emphasize frozen action experience, not the feeling of the experi-

ence,” he said. “Those frozen images have nothing to do with the blurred smack 

impact of the physical experience.”1 The resulting balloon-like athletes run, leap, 

or twirl on curved fields that appear as horizon lines or the edges of stages in the 

distance. The figures are meant to incite emotion and free association. The titles 

often place their emphasis on physical actions, including Run Past the Stands 

(1960) and Autumn Figure (Player Leaving the Game) (1961). Stripes, present in 

both the background and as a cage-like framing device surrounding the player, 

were used to introduce more light and spaciousness into the composition.2 

JACK McLARTY

Player in White, 1961–62

Oil on canvas, 22 x 18 inches

1 As quoted in Barbara Lever McLarty, 
editor, Jack McLarty: World Watcher 
(Fifty Years: 1943–1993) (Portland, 
OR: McLarty’s Choice, 1995), 13. 
Louise Aaron’s April 27, 1962, review 
of McLarty’s work for The Portland 
Reporter was also excerpted in this 
book: “Few persons observe sports 
more keenly than does Jack McLarty. 
[His] paintings are not literal. He 
uses sports as other things that 
human beings do, to add vividness to 
ideas he wishes to convey. He paints 
not only in a highly individualistic 
style, but often the canvas and the 
paint are the media for biting satire 
and sparkling humor” (48).

2 McLarty explained his thinking 
behind this: “By putting streaks 
ahead and behind, I found I could 
contain images differently. It was a 
formal device part of the time. Then, 
by staining the canvas with streaks 
and leaving trailings of light, I could 
really get the effect of light, which 
has always interested me” (Ibid., 13).
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Lives/Active: California

1920 Born Mesa, AZ

1951 B.A., Sacramento State College (now California State University, Sacramento)

1952 M.A., Sacramento State College (now California State University, Sacramento)

Morton Wayne Thiebaud grew up in Long Beach, California. Thiebaud broke his 

back playing on the high school football team during junior year. He passed the 

time during his recovery by drawing. Thiebaud did not seriously consider a career 

in painting until the mid-1950s, though he held a variety of jobs that ultimately 

provided the basis for this endeavor—among them, work in animation at Walt 

Disney Studios, as well as lighting and set design at Universal Studios. His experi-

ence in commercial design and advertising contributed to his ability to cultivate 

appeal and is arguably a foundation of his success. Thiebaud is best-known for 

his candy-colored still-life paintings of cakes and other confections, a series he 

began in 1960. He is generally associated with Pop Art for his use of everyday 

imagery, series, and repetition, as well as his rise to fame alongside Andy Warhol 

(American, 1928–87). Yet, unlike Warhol’s screenprints, which emphasize the 

two-dimensional surface of the work, Thiebaud’s paintings involve what he calls 

“object transference.”1 This term refers to his “sculpting” and handling of paint 

to replicate the physical properties of the subject—the frosting on a cake, for 

instance. His approach to realism differentiates his work from that of Warhol and 

other Pop artists, and he insists, “I see myself as a traditional painter.”2 

The figure in Thiebaud’s Football Player is presented in a classically symmet-

rical pose, yet represents an especially modern vision. The emerging larger-

than-life identity of contemporary athletes in the 1960s was a product of several 

factors, among them, advertising, publicity, and mass media. In this painting, 

Thiebaud gave his subject a sense of theatricality and grandeur. The frontal pose 

against a stark white background is further emboldened by the tightly composed 

setting, dark outlines, and repeating visual elements of stripes on his arms, legs, 

and the bench. Even the player’s number—88—is a mirror image. These elements 

contrive to make him appear somewhat confrontational in relation to the viewer. 

According to Sidra Stich, “The portrayal exaggerates the figure’s physical prowess 

and charismatic presence—the key requirements for merchandising and commer-

cial success.”3 

In 1967, Thiebaud was selected to represent the United States in the São 

Paulo Biennial in Brazil. A major traveling retrospective of his paintings was 

organized by the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco and California Palace of 

the Legion of Honor in 2000. Today, Thiebaud is Professor Emeritus of Art at 

University of California, Davis and continues to paint in California.

WAYNE THIEBAUD

Football Player, 1963

Oil on canvas, 72 x 36 inches

1 Karen Tsujimoto, Wayne Thiebaud 
(Seattle, WA: published for the San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art by 
the University of Washington Press, 
1985), 46.

2 Ibid., 17.

3 Sidra Stich, Made in U.S.A.: An 
Americanization in Modern Art, the 
’50s & ’60s (Berkeley, CA: University 
of California Press; 1987), 127.
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WARRINGTON COLESCOTT

Sunday Service from the Wisconsin Sesquicentennial Portfolio, 2001

Hard–ground, soft–ground and aquatint on paper, 22 1/2 x 31 1/8 inches (image) 

Lives/Active: California, Wisconsin

1921 Born Oakland, CA

1942 B.A., University of California, Berkeley

1946 M.A., University of California, Berkeley

Satirical printmaker and painter Warrington Colescott lives and works in 

Hollandale, Wisconsin, a three-hour drive from Green Bay. Growing up in 

California, he had an early interest in Sunday comic strips and political cartoons, 

followed by a teenaged fascination with vaudeville, burlesque, and films. Humor 

was the common thread. Colescott focused on painting for his degree program 

at UC Berkeley, but printmaking allowed for greater exploration of dialogues 

between low and high art. He made his first screenprints in the late 1940s, while 

on the faculty of Long Beach City College. With time, he expanded into other 

techniques, including lithography and etching, which became his primary medium 

by the 1960s. Colescott taught at the University of Wisconsin-Madison for thirty-

seven years, developing an intaglio printmaking studio and ultimately retiring as 

professor emeritus. He has been the recipient of a Fulbright Fellowship (1956–

57), a Guggenheim Creative Fellowship for the Arts (1963), and two National 

Endowment for the Arts Fellowships (1979 and 1983).

Colescott has a propensity for caricature, biting humor, and active narratives. 

His satirical evaluations of Western culture and politics are achieved through 

clever re-imaginings of historical events featuring larger-than-life personali-

ties. Two suites of prints and paintings, Prime-Time Histories: Colescott’s USA 

(1972–73) and The History of Printmaking (1975–78), are among his most iconic 

works. In the latter, he playfully presented imaginary events in the lives of such 

artists as Francisco de Goya, Henri Toulouse-Lautrec, and Pablo Picasso. 

The Wisconsin Sesquicentennial Portfolio of 2001 was published by Andrew 

Balkin Editions and included the work of fifteen commissioned artists. The stars 

of Colescott’s contribution were both the Green Bay Packers and Chicago Bears 

football players, who appear to literally burst from the stadium, and the specta-

tors and tailgaters (many wearing the iconic Cheesehead hats of the hometown 

team’s fan base). 
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Lived/Active: Florida, North Carolina, New York

1925 Born Port Arthur, TX

2008 Died Captiva Island, FL

Robert Rauschenberg was drafted into the U.S. Navy in 1944 and assigned 

to a hospital in California, where he worked as a neuropsychiatric technician. 

Through his work with traumatized soldiers, he came to see art as a healing force 

and a way to improve the lives of people. It was during his time in the military 

that Rauschenberg viewed his first paintings at San Marino’s Huntington 

Library, one of which was The Blue Boy (circa 1770) by Thomas Gainsborough 

(British, 1727–88). Rauschenberg received formal art training at the Kansas City 

Art Institute, Académie Julian in Paris, and Black Mountain College in North 

Carolina, but never finished a degree. In 1949, he moved to New York City and 

began working at the Art Students League. By 1951, he had been given his first 

exhibition at a gallery owned by Betty Parsons, who had previously exhibited the 

work of Abstract Expressionists Jackson Pollock (American, 1912–56) and Mark 

Rothko (American, 1903–70). Rauschenberg claimed, “Painting relates to both 

art and life. Neither can be made. (I try to act in the gap between the two).”1 His 

famous “combines” melded together painting and sculpture, as well as print-

making, performance, and silkscreen paintings. 

Junction, whose title refers to the town of White River Junction, Vermont, 

was created during Rauschenberg’s period as an artist-in-residence at Dartmouth 

College in nearby Hanover, New Hampshire, in 1963. It is one of five known 

works by Rauschenberg that included football imagery. According to Sally Banes, 

dance historian and author of Greenwich Village 1963: Avant-garde Performance 

and the Effervescent Body, “[in] the early Sixties artists seized on sport as a demo-

cratic icon of accessibility, community, and freedom. In particular, sport repre-

sented an arena in which the body asserted freedom in eloquently somatic terms.”2 

Rauschenberg’s silkscreen painting Echo (1962) responded to the effects of mass 

media by layering a crowd of football players with images of construction and car 

keys. This amassing of unrelated images, a technique also seen in Junction’s juxta-

position of football and aeronautical imagery, reinforced the sensation of “visual 

bombardment”3 that television’s disjointed series of commercials and other inter-

ruptions caused viewers—a new, potentially unsettling effect that was especially 

apparent during televised live events. 

ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

Junction, 1963

Oil and silkscreen ink on canvas and metal, 45 1/2 x 61 1/2 inches

1 Catherine Craft, Robert 
Rauschenberg (London: Phaidon 
Press Limited, 2013), 5–8.

2 Sally Banes, Greenwich Village 1963: 
Avant-garde Performance and the 
Effervescent Body (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1993), 143. This 
interest in sports, made visible in such 
works as Andy Warhol’s Baseball 
(1962) and Rauschenberg’s Junction 
(1963), was shared by dancers, cho-
reographers, and performance artists 
who responded to sports’ cultural 
significance and iconography during 
this period.

3 Sidra Stich, Made in U.S.A.: An 
Americanization in Modern Art, the 
’50s & ’60s (Berkeley, CA: University 
of California Press; 1987), 124–5. 
The author describes Echo in great 
detail, stating that “The sports image 
conveys the essence of media photog-
raphy: its immediacy, graininess, the 
zoom-lens distortions.”
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Lived/Active: New York, Pennsylvania

1928 Born Pittsburgh, PA 

1949 B.F.A., Pictorial Design, Carnegie Institute of Technology

1987 Died New York City, NY

Before Andy Warhol’s artistic career exploded to an iconic level, he worked as a 

commercial illustrator in 1950s New York. During the Pop Art revolution of the 

1960s, Warhol was known as the “Prince of Pop.” The period witnessed images 

of commercial and popular culture elevated to the status of high art, which 

coincided with rapid developments in mass media and communication. Warhol’s 

art embodied and disseminated the collective consciousness about the super-

celebrity status of actors, political figures, and others in high-profile positions. He 

often used the medium of silkscreen, a process known for its easy reproducibility, 

which allowed for his images to be widely distributed to the public. Polaroid 

photographs were a key component of his artistic process as well as his social life. 

Between 1970 and his death in 1987, Warhol took thousands of pictures with his 

plastic Polaroid Big Shot camera, capturing everyone from major celebrities at 

formal sittings to unidentified attendees at parties. He regularly used these source 

images as the inspiration for his large-scale screenprints and paintings. 

In 1977, ten major American sports personalities of the time, including 

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Muhammad Ali, Chris Evert, Dorothy Hamill, Jack 

Nicklaus, and O.J. Simpson, were selected for a series of portraits, aptly titled 

“The Athletes.” Warhol’s business manager, Frederick Hughes, and longtime 

friend and collector Richard Weisman conceived of the idea. Weisman later 

shared his motivation for commissioning the project: “I had this thought that […] 

the two major areas of interest with people were usually art and sports — and 

they didn’t really mix. People who are into one usually aren’t into the other as 

leisure-time activities. I mean, there are some people who like both—I’m one of 

them—but not a lot.”1 In exchange for posing, each athlete was promised one 

of the six canvases that Warhol would complete plus a fee of $15,000 to be paid 

after the remaining works were sold.2 Warhol’s series was enormously successful 

and helped elevate athletes to the type of celebrity status akin to his more typical 

subjects over the following decade.

ANDY WARHOL

O. J. Simpson, circa 1977

Screenprint on Curtis Rag paper, 45 x 35 inches

1 Brandy McDonnell, “Oklahoma 
City Museum of Art to show Andy 
Warhol’s ‘The Athletes’ series,” News 
OK, April 12, 2015, accessed May 
14, 2015, newsok.com/oklahoma-
city-museum-of-art-to-show-andy-
warhols-the-athletes-series/
article/5409180. 

2 Victor Bockris, Warhol: The 
Biography (New York: Da Capo 
Press, 2003), 411.
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Lived/Active: California, New York 

1928 Born New York City, NY

1984 Died Tijuana, Mexico

With a body of work comprising more than 20,000 rolls of exposed film, Garry 

Winogrand was one of the most prolific street photographers of postwar America. 

He entered Columbia University as a painting student in 1948, but it was not 

long before a colleague introduced him to the darkroom; he “never looked back.”1 

His background in freelance photojournalism and advertising photography in the 

1950s and ’60s opened him to a world of diverse subject matter. As a recipient of 

three Guggenheim Fellowships, he was able to travel extensively. His varied themes 

included people, rodeos, zoos, airports, and his personal favorite, the rhythm of 

the city streets. Winogrand remains one of the least understood photographers, 

based on his passion for exposing rather than developing film. Upon his death in 

1984, he left behind nearly 300,000 unedited images. 

Winogrand’s photographs of New York City and of American life adeptly 

express, through composition and subject matter, the American citizen’s struggle 

to balance wartime anxiety with optimism for the future. The country’s contro-

versial military involvement in the Vietnam War created a culture of distrust 

among the citizens of the United States. Mirroring the nation’s instability, 

Winogrand’s images of the 1970s capture classic American pastimes in disturbing 

moments of dizzying visual energy. Though seemingly a simple snapshot,2 

Austin, Texas 1974 encompasses a turbulent horizon line paired with the chaotic 

dynamism of clashing football players. The use of these unsettling elements 

creates a masterful visual representation of an anxious nation struggling with 

confusion and conflict. 

GARRY WINOGRAND

Austin, Texas 1974 (Football Game), 1978

Silver bromade print, 9 x 13 3/8 inches

1 “Garry Winogrand,” The J.Paul 
Getty Museum, accessed May 19, 
2015, www.getty.edu/art/collection/
artists/1798/garry-winogrand-ameri-
can-1928-1984.

2 In the catalog that accompanied 
Garry Winogrand’s major retrospec-
tive at the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, an analogy between success in 
photography and success in sports 
was discussed: “It is luck of an order 
that can perhaps be compared to 
the luck of an athlete, for whom 
the game is devised to make failure 
the rule and conspicuous success 
never wholly in the hands of the 
hero.” John Szarkowski, Winogrand: 
Figments from the Real World, 
Museum of Modern Art (New York, 
NY: Museum of Modern Art, 1988), 
28–29.
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Lives/Active: New York

1937 Born Nashville, TN

After one semester at the Art Institute of Chicago, Charles (Red) Grooms 

returned home to Nashville to attend Peabody College. In 1956, he went to 

New York City to attend the New School for Social Research and later to 

Provincetown, Massachusetts, to study at the Hans Hoffman School of Fine 

Arts. At the end of the 1950s, Grooms moved back to New York City to begin 

his career as an artist. Influenced by both German and American Expressionism, 

Grooms expanded his repertoire to work across a variety of media, including 

comics, prints, theater design, sculpture, and Happenings.1 His site-specific self-

titled “sculpto-pictoramas” and installations engaged viewers in the absurd and 

theatrical. He is well known for poking fun at political figures, the art world, and 

figures from the entertainment sector. 

Fran Tarkenton, Jack Beal Watching the Super Bowl XIV, and Dallas 14, 

Jack 6 each epitomize Grooms’s comic and exaggerated style, while depicting 

different ways of thinking and responding to football’s expanding popularity. 

From the kick-off of the first Super Bowl (televised on two networks) in 1967 

to the launch of the first 24-hour sports channel, the Entertainment Sports 

Programming Network (ESPN), in 1979, the 1960s and ’70s saw sports that 

once could only be watched live from the stands made instantly accessible in 

American homes in real time. Art historian and curator Sidra Stich described this 

phenomenon’s effect on football, in particular: “[It] was transformed by televi-

sion. Football’s more continuous, more aggressive action better matched the pace 

and spirit of programs that television audiences were accustomed to watching, 

and the game rapidly emerged as a favored network offering, a rival to baseball 

as America’s leading sport.”2 With increased access to information about players’ 

personal lives, the line between athlete and celebrity blurred. Quarterback Fran 

Tarkenton, the subject of Grooms’s 1979 work, was a standout player on the 

Minnesota Vikings (1961–66, 1972–78) and New York Giants (1967–71). He 

transitioned to television, authorship, and business ventures after his retirement 

from football. In 1977, Tarkenton was the first professional athlete to host NBC’s 

Saturday Night Live and he spent several years as a commentator on Monday 

Night Football (1979–1982). For his representation of Tarkenton, Grooms used a 

process inspired by medieval glass-painting and painted the underside of his vinyl 

figures before stuffing and sewing closed the form.3

RED GROOMS

Fran Tarkenton, 1979

Hand-painted vinyl, 

aluminum armature, and 

polyester stuffing,  

96 x 48 x 8 inches

1 Walter Knestrick and Red Grooms, 
Red Grooms: The Graphic Work 
(New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2001), 
22.

2 Sidra Stich, Made in U.S.A.: An 
Americanization in Modern Art, the 

‘50s & ‘60s (Berkeley, CA: University 
of California Press, 1987), 124.

3 Bartholomew F. Bland, Red Grooms: 
In the Studio (Yonkers, NY: Hudson 
River Museum, 2008), 20. 
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Lived/Active: California, North Carolina

1938 Born Durham, NC

2009 Died Los Angeles, CA

Ernest (Ernie) Barnes enjoyed a childhood rich in music, dance, and the visual 

arts despite growing up in one of the more impoverished neighborhoods of segre-

gated, Jim Crow-era Durham. In the artist’s statement for his landmark exhibi-

tion The Beauty of the Ghetto, which opened at Los Angeles’s Heritage Gallery 

in 1972 and traveled through 1979, Barnes recounted a first visit to the North 

Carolina Museum of Art at age eighteen. He was disappointed not to find work 

by African American artists on display and was further dismayed by a docent’s 

comment that “Your people don’t express themselves that way.”1 He followed 

his education at historically black North Carolina College (now North Carolina 

Central University), where he was an art major, athletic scholarship recipient, 

and member of the football team, with a six-year run in the National Football 

League.2 Barnes maintained his artistic interests while playing professional 

football. In his autobiography, From Pads to Palettes (WRS Publishing, 1995), 

he recalled being fined by Denver Broncos coach Jack Faulkner for sketching at 

team meetings during the 1964 season. In 1965, when he could no longer play 

football due to injury, Barnes was contracted by New York Jets owner Sonny 

Werblin to be the team’s artist for one season, which resulted in thirty-five new 

paintings. From that point on, he was able to make a living from his art. Barnes’s 

most famous painting from the early 1970s, Sugar Shack, was featured during 

the credits of CBS’s sitcom Good Times and on the cover of Marvin Gaye’s 1976 

album “I Want You.”

Barnes had a very distinctive approach to representing the figure. His subjects 

were given elongated limbs and closed eyes (a reference to metaphorical blindness 

of one another’s humanity). Frames were typically made from distressed wood 

in memory of his father and as a reference to wooden picket fences. His football-

themed artworks were informed by his intimate understanding of the game and 

what he considered its inherent violence and brutality.3 Barnes reflected, “When I 

retired (with a cracked ankle), I hated football with a passion. My early paintings 

show all the rawness and passion of the game.”4 He extended his talents to depic-

tions of other sports and was named Official Sports Artist for the Games of the 

XXIII Olympiad, held in Los Angeles in 1984.

ERNIE BARNES

Fumble in the Line, 1990

Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 60 inches

1 Exhibition catalog for The Beauty 
of the Ghetto: An Exhibition of 
Neo-Mannerist Paintings at Grand 
Central Art Galleries (New York: The 
Company of Art, 1990), as quoted 
in Ernie Barnes’s Official Biography, 
accessed May 16, 2015, www.ernie-
barnes.com/biography.html.

2 Barnes left NCC before graduating 
to pursue professional football. He 
played for the Baltimore Colts, Titans 
of New York, San Diego Chargers, 
and Denver Broncos. He was briefly 
a member of the Canadian Football 
League’s Saskatchewan Roughriders 
before injury ended his professional 
football career in 1965. 

3 In a profile in Ebony in 1973, Barnes 
said, “The worst part of the game is 
not the violence on the field but the 
wait before the game. It’s the emo-
tional change you have to undergo, 
because you can’t be a nice guy on the 
football field [. . .] You’ve got to be a 
violent man for the next two or three 
hours. You’ve got to hate somebody.” 
Louis Robinson, “The Violent Brush 
of Ernie Barnes,” Ebony, March 
1973, 48. 

4 Ibid., 50.
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TOD PAPAGEORGE

College football game, Ohio Stadium (Michigan vs. Ohio State), Columbus, November 21, 1970, 1970

Gelatin silver print, 11 7/8 x 17 7/8 inches

Lives/Active: New York, Connecticut

1940 Born Portsmouth, New Hampshire

1962 B.A., English Literature, University of New Hampshire

Tod Papageorge began to photograph during his last semester at the University of 

New Hampshire. After living in Boston, San Francisco, and Europe, he moved to 

New York in late 1965 and was quickly accepted into a small circle of photogra-

phers—including Robert Frank (Swiss, born 1924), Joel Meyerowitz (American, 

born 1938), and Garry Winogrand (American, 1928–84)—engaged in trans-

forming the documentary “style” of the medium into a poetic form driven more 

by subjective perception than journalistic literalism. In 1979, following one-year 

appointments at MIT and then Harvard, he was named the Walker Evans 

Professor of Photography at the Yale University School of Art, where he also held 

the position of Director of Graduate Study in Photography until 2011.

In 1970, Papageorge received his first of two Guggenheim Fellowships 

to “document as clearly and completely as possible the phenomenon of profes-

sional sport in America,” which he later described as a “theater of spectator and 

sport . . . comprised of a thousand brief acts.” Over a period of eight months, he 

photographed major sporting events, including the World Series, the Preakness 

Stakes, the Indianapolis 500, and several college football bowl games. The 

resulting images include a wide range of subjects and activities, but the players 

(and race cars, and horses) were not singled out in his pictures for any special 

status or attention. Instead, Papageorge was democratic in his approach to photo-

graphing these events, employing his wide-angle lens to draw the spectators, the 

games, and the arenas they filled into one intricate, sweeping image after another. 

The year 1970 saw a continuing swell in popular opinion against the Vietnam 

War, then in its fifth year. In May of that year, just after four students were killed 

by Ohio National Guardsman at Kent State University, and Papageorge received 

word that he had been granted the Guggenheim Fellowship, he set out to photo-

graph what he later described as the “violently disturbed American spirit” that 

colored the national consciousness during this period. The teeming crowds of 

fans he shows seem unconcerned by the discord outside the stadium or racetrack, 

even as his photographs suggest the powerful reach of its disturbing, nationwide 

presence. In 2007, a volume of 70 photographs from this series, titled American 

Sports, 1970, or How We Spent the War in Vietnam, was published by Aperture.
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Lives/Active: Mexico, Texas

1943 Born Jackson, TN 

1965 B.A., English, Rice University

1968 M.S., Photography, Illinois Institute of Technology

As a photographer, filmmaker, journalist and professor, Geoff Winningham has 

had a rich and varied career in the arts. Subjects for his photographs and films 

have evolved over the years, with an interest in Texan pastimes in the 1970s, 

courthouses and the ballet in the ’80s, and an eleven-year photographic study 

of Mexican fiestas in the late ’80s and early ’90s. His 1975–78 series of images 

“Rites of Fall” serves as a classic study of high school football and is regarded as 

an exemplar of documentary photography. He established a non-profit corpora-

tion in 2008, known as The Pozos Art Project, Inc., that was created not only 

to teach photographic and printmaking methods to the children of Mineral de 

Pozos, Mexico, but also to help enhance relations between the United States and 

Mexico. Winningham continues to photograph in both Texas and Mexico, and is 

pursuing a newfound interest in North American landscapes.

Winningham’s images of rodeos, music concerts, and football games of the 

1970s jumpstarted his career as a photographer. Though seemingly mundane, 

his photographs are not simply images of everyday American life. Super Bowl 

(Houston) depicts a scene at Super Bowl VIII held at Rice Stadium in Houston, a 

matchup between the Minnesota Vikings and the Miami Dolphins. The hopeful 

faces of three eager Vikings fans illustrate how the sport can become more than 

just a game, and that for these men, the Vikings are more than just a team. By 

capturing emotional and intimate moments, Winningham explored the impor-

tance of myth, ritual, and camaraderie inherent in great American pastimes. 

GEOFF WINNINGHAM

Super Bowl (Houston), 1974

Gelatin silverprint, 11 3/8 x 19 3/4 inches
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WILLIAM WYLIE

Still from Prairie, 2014

15:41 minutes, single channel video

Lives/Active: Colorado, Virginia

1957 Born Harvey, IL

1986 B.F.A., Colorado State University

1989 M.F.A., University of Michigan

Primarily interested in interactions between people and space, William 

Wylie’s films and photographs focus on how locations are transformed 

through human interaction and natural processes of decay. His interest 

in communities and their impact on local environs inspired Wylie to 

seek various locations for his work, including Michigan, Colorado, the 

Carolinas, and multiple regions of Italy. Wylie is currently a professor 

of photography at the University of Virginia. He continues to photo-

graph and film, always in search of a balance between beauty, the 

truth, and raw experience. 

Shot with a handheld, single-channel video camera, Prairie is an 

invitation into the intimate world of the Mustangs football team. Due 

to their rural location and small population, the traditional team of 

eleven players is reduced to only six players on each side. While the 

boys ran drills their first week of practice, Wylie filmed their exercises, 

likening their movements to a dance and the prairie to a stage. The 

Pawnee National Grasslands in eastern Colorado serve as a backdrop 

that envelops the players performing synchronized exercises and 

choreographed plays. Wylie even carefully cropped and arranged the 

sequence of sounds, which begin to have a musical quality: chirping 

whistles, gusting wind, and shouts of encouragement.
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CATHERINE OPIE

Dominic, 2008

C–print, 30 x 22 1/4 inches

Lives/Active: California

1961 Born Sandusky, OH

1985 B.F.A., San Francisco Art Institute

1988 M.F.A., California Institute of the Arts

Catherine Opie lives and works in Los Angeles, California, and has been on the 

faculty of UCLA since 2001. She has documented distinctively American commu-

nities and social spheres throughout her career. Her photography examines indi-

vidual and group identity, subcultures, urban transformation, and place-making. 

Though fresh and contemporary in style, the works are informed by western art 

historical traditions of portraiture and the field of documentary photography as 

well as the artist’s own identity as a lesbian. 

Opie’s work in such series as Master Plan (1986–88), 1999 (1999), Surfers 

(2004), and In and Around Home (2005) illustrate her diverse interests in 

photographing both human beings and the spaces in which the human experi-

ence is shaped. From 2007 to 2009, Opie photographed teenaged football players 

on their home fields in Alaska, California, Hawaii, Louisiana, Ohio, and Texas. 

The resulting series, High School Football (which is discussed in greater detail in 

Danielle Knapp’s essay for this catalog, pages 34–38), pairs portraits of young 

men posing on the sidelines in their practice gear with what Opie titled her 

“Football Landscapes”—wide-angle shots of the teams in action on game day.
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Lives/Active: Arizona, Michigan

1964 Born Amsterdam, NY

1986 B.F.A., Kansas City Art Institute, Kansas City, MO

1991 M.F.A., School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL

Mark Newport’s work challenges the hyper-masculine portrayal of the male hero 

in pop culture by employing traditionally “female” modes of production and 

craft techniques in pieces that center around male figures. He was particularly 

inspired by the needlepoint and macramé work of Rosey Grier (American, born 

1932), the former Penn State, New York Giants, and Los Angeles Rams player 

who has been vocal about his love of handicrafts since the 1960s (and authored 

Rosey Grier’s Needlepoint for Men [Walker and Company] in 1973). Newport’s 

own work from the mid-to-late ’90s, for instance, consists primarily of trading 

cards painstakingly embellished with beadwork—the decorative “feminine” 

element seemingly in conflict with the masculinity of the athletes depicted. 

Football trading cards first appeared in the nineteenth century inserted into 

such products as tobacco, candy, and gum. The earliest black-and-white images 

celebrated collegiate players. Newport’s cards challenge gender roles, but also 

reflect sports figures as celebrities and the impulse of fans to collect images of 

their heroes.

This gender tension carries over into Newport’s more recent work, though his 

focus and medium have shifted from sports figures and trading cards to superhe-

roes and comic books. Newport knits life-sized costumes for the fictive charac-

ters, combining their iconic attire with a “feminine” homemaking tradition. In 

doing so, he weaves together the nostalgic comfort of familiar figures drawn from 

comic books in his childhood with what he calls “the protective gestures of my 

mother”—the sweaters she would knit to keep him warm.1 The male superhero 

as a masculine, protective figure is thus intertwined with a “feminine” mode of 

protection, provoking the viewer to rethink his understanding of what it means 

to be heroic. The costumes hang limply when installed, subverting typical notions 

of the superhero as strong, active, and larger-than-life, but also inviting the 

viewer to don the attire him or herself.

Newport taught at Arizona State University as an associate professor in the 

School of Art before moving to Bloomfield Hills, Michigan. There, he continues 

his work as artist-in-residence and head of the Fibers Department at Cranbrook 

Academy of Art. 

MARK NEWPORT

Heroes Past, 1995–97

Beaded football cards, 3 1/2 x 2 1/2 inches each

1 Mark Newport, “Statement,” 
accessed November 23, 2014, http://
www.marknewportartist.com/about/.
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Lives/Active: New Mexico

1964 Born Berkeley, CA

1991 B.F.A, Otis College of Art and Design

1993 M.F.A., University of California, Los Angeles

Diego Romero was raised in his mother’s hometown of Berkeley but spent summers 

in the historic pueblo community of Cochiti, New Mexico, where his paternal 

family lived (and where he now makes his home). He is a third-generation profes-

sional artist. His grandmother, Teresita Chavez Romero, was a potter; his father, 

Santiago Romero, a traditional painter; and brother, Mateo Romero, an instructor 

at the Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA) and painter of “social landscapes” 

that address political issues and Native consciousness. Romero’s own work draws 

from both historical narratives and Pop culture to make commentaries on the 

contemporary Native American experience. He likes to work in clay because it 

comes from the earth and feels eternal. His pots reference several traditions of 

representation, including prehistoric pottery from New Mexico’s Mimbres Valley, 

Greek amphorae, Anasazi designs, and twentieth-century comic books. Romero’s 

subjects reflect both the Native American experience and his own identity as a 

self-professed “hybrid.” He elaborates further: “Am I this white kid that grew up in 

Berkeley reading comic books, or am I this Johnny-come-lately, back to the village, 

‘born again’ Indian? I really think I’m neither and both.”1 

Romero’s Never Forget: Jim Thorpe, All-American depicts the famed 

football player and Olympian2 in his Carlisle Indian School uniform. Thorpe’s 

accomplishments in sports made him a celebrity during his own lifetime, and 

he is still considered one of the greatest athletes of the twentieth century. 

Like Romero, Thorpe was a man of mixed heritage—both of his parents had 

European and Native American ancestry (Potawatomi on his mother’s side and 

Sac and Fox Nation on his father’s side). In 1912, he led the Carlisle team to 

a convincing victory (27–6) over the U.S. Military Academy, which included 

Omar Bradley and future President Dwight Eisenhower.3 King Gustav V of 

Sweden once told him “You, sir, are the greatest athlete in the world.” However, 

as political historian Richard Davies pointed out, “when the first American to 

attract national and international acclaim as a world-class athlete happened to be 

an impoverished Native American, mainstream America reacted with consider-

able ambivalence.”4 By memorializing Thorpe on a pot, Romero emphasizes the 

near-mythical status of this American and Native American hero a half-century 

after his death.

DIEGO ROMERO

Never Forget: Jim Thorpe, All–American, 2000

Polychrome and gilt ceramic, 17 1/4 x 9 1/2 inches

1 “Artisode 2.6 Diego Romero,” New 
Mexico PBS, aired March 2, 2010, 
accessed May 17, 2015, www.
ovguide.com/diego-romero-9202a8c0
4000641f80000000047195a3.

2 Thorpe won gold medals for the 
pentathlon and decathlon at the 1912 
Olympic Games in Stockholm but lost 
his titles in 1913 when it was revealed 
that he had played minor league 
baseball in college, which violated 
amateurism rules. The International 
Olympic Commission restored his 
medals in 1983. 

3 Superintendent Richard Pratt initially 
supported Carlisle students’ request 
to have a football team and to play 
against—and ideally, win against—
white college teams because he saw 
it as a means of advancing Carlisle’s 
goal of assimilation. David Wallace 
Adams, “More than a Game: The 
Carlisle Indians Take to the Gridiron 
1893–1917,” Western Historical 
Quarterly 23 (Spring 2001): 25–53. 
In this article, the author discusses 
both the use of football to “civilize” 
Native Americans and “how the 
gridiron, in, say, a Harvard-Carlisle 
game, functioned as so much ‘mythic 
space’ where the social drama of 
frontier conflict could be played out, 
experienced and interpreted anew” 
(28). 

4 Richard O. Davies, Sports in 
American Life: A History (Hoboken, 
NJ: Wiley, 2011), 72.
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Lives/Active: California, New York

1967 Born San Francisco, CA

1989 B.F.A., Yale University School of Art

At age six, Matthew Barney moved with his family from San Francisco to Boise, 

Idaho, where he lived with his father after his parents’ divorce. During his teen 

years, Barney was a member of his high school wrestling and football teams. He 

later remarked that “as a high-school student I spent quite a lot of time looking 

at film footage of myself playing football—we’d study these films after we played. 

They were silent, and they had a very odd presence.”1 Visits with his artist mother 

in New York introduced Barney to museums and contemporary art galleries. This 

combination of interests in football and art would later inform Barney’s own work. 

After graduating from Yale (where he had been recruited to play football and 

initially enrolled as a pre-med student), Barney moved to New York City to start 

his professional career. Blending sculptural installation, video, and performance 

art, he creates works that explore sports, their erotic undertones, and the human 

body. He is perhaps best known for his epic Cremaster Cycle (1994–2002), 

consisting of five films he directed and in which he typically played a role. The 

title references the human cremaster muscle that controls testicular contractions, 

reflexes dependent on coldness and emotions of fear. The cycle itself focuses on 

reproductive organs and the moment when sexual development is still unknown. 

Barney believes that this specific moment represents pure potentiality. One 

segment plays out entirely on or above the iconic blue AstroTurf of Boise State 

University’s Bronco Stadium (now Albertsons Stadium), where the artist played 

as a high school stand-out. Though completely devoid of game and players, the 

football stadium and public spectacle are inextricably linked through his focus on 

dancers and Goodyear blimps. 

Barney created individual artist’s books in conjunction with each of his 

films that reconstructed their narratives through photographs and video stills. 

In 2002, Nancy Spector, Deputy Director and Chief Curator of the Solomon 

R. Guggenheim Museum, who sees a heroic journey in the narrative motif of 

Barney’s work, authored the definitive book on the Cremaster Cycle. 

MATTHEW BARNEY

1 As quoted in Karen Rosenburg, 
“Influences: Matthew Barney,” New 
York, accessed May 25, 2015, nymag.
com/arts/art/profiles/16523.

Production still from Cremaster I, 1995
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Lives/Active: New York

1979 Born Queens, NY

2001 B.A., Visual Arts, Painting, Bowdoin College

2005 M.F.A., San Francisco Art Institute

Brooklyn-based multidisciplinary artist Shaun Leonardo works in several tech-

niques, including performance, installation, painting, drawing, and sculpture. In 

physically demanding and highly personal performances grounded in self-portrai-

ture, Leonardo (who is of Dominican-Guatemalan heritage) regularly explores 

themes of Latin machismo and cultural expectations of masculine identity forma-

tion. Imagery of superheroes and childhood role models have appeared in his 

body of work. He has previously used an alter ego, “El C.” (“El Conquistador”), 

which reflected a combination of two cultural figures—a black athletic icon and 

a masked Mexican lucha libre wrestler—that he positioned in opposition to 

an imaginary antagonist, “The Invisible Man.” The latter represented societal 

constructs that caused or contributed to the invisibility of minorities.

The practice drill that inspired Leonardo’s Bull in the Ring performance 

situates a single player, serving as a “matador,” in the middle of a revolving circle 

of teammates in linebacker position who charge without warning from all sides. It 

is a brutal, aggressive activity in which the central player’s body and brain absorb 

multiple full-speed hits in a short period of time. Leonardo experienced the drill 

personally as a football player at Bowdoin College in the late 1990s. He employed 

ten semi-pro players to perform live with him at its debut presentation at the Los 

Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) in conjunction with the exhibition 

Hard Targets – Sports and Masculinity in 2008. In recent years the “Bull in the 

Ring” exercise has been banned from the high school and collegiate levels due to 

its inherently high risk of traumatic head injury. However, many coaches still run 

the drill at practices despite the dire warnings. Leonardo’s performance and an 

accompanying sculpture he created present it as a metaphor for notions of hyper-

masculinity in the sporting world. “In my experience as a player and coach, the 

Bull in the Ring drill was used as a tool to unify the team,” said Leonardo in 

a 2008 interview with his alma mater. “My intention is to perform an aestheti-

cally scripted yet actual Bull in the Ring with an undetermined outcome, within a 

gallery setting. I, as the center participant [in black uniform], will either affirm my 

virility or fail; in essence, demonstrating a very intense depiction of my experience 

with the vulnerabilities of projecting masculinity.”1 

SHAUN LEONARDO

Bull in the Ring, 2008

Single channel video

1 Excerpt from “Shaun El C. Leonardo 
‘01 brings Bowdoin Football to the LA 
County Museum of Art,” Bowdoin 
College Campus News, published 
October 08, 2008, accessed June 
17, 2015, www.bowdoin.edu/news/
archives/1bowdoincampus/005540.
shtml.
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Lives/Active: Colorado, New York  

1980 Born Heidelberg, Germany

2003 B.F.A., San Francisco State University

2008 M.F.A., Cornell University

Painter and photographer Monique Crine presents, in her own words, “distinctly 

American characters: soldiers, cowboys, football players [and] representative 

women [from] 1930s and 1950s Hollywood melodramas.”1 Her interest in the 

camera as an intimate, documentary tool stemmed from her relationship with 

her mother, who shared family photographs with her, and the example set by her 

grandfather, a press photographer during the Kennedy administration. Painting 

became a second focus during her education at San Francisco State. Crine, who 

grew up in a military family, often investigates gender roles, familial relation-

ships, and feelings of nostalgia. Rather than being strictly hyperrealist, the 

finished portraits—or “documentary fictions,” as she has called them2—exhibit a 

cinematic quality of her own making. Crine prefers to photograph her subjects in 

their domestic spaces or the environments where they feel most comfortable. She 

then makes selections from the negatives and hand-draws her subjects on large 

gridded canvases. 

Crine usually works from her own photographs, but the portrait of her father 

as a high school player titled Richard, 1961 was part of “Wooden Nickels,” a series 

based on a collected group of family photographs. Crine continued to explore 

football and its distinctively American visions of masculinity and celebrity in 

another recent body of work. Although she only attended her first football game a 

few years ago, the experience of being physically present at such an ordinary, but 

culturally iconic, event rather than just watching the action on television made 

a lasting impression. In 2014, Crine visited several professional football players 

(including many who were at the ends of their careers and physically past their 

primes) at their homes to interview and photograph them during the off-season. 

The resulting series, “Eden Prairie,” has recently been exhibited in a solo show, 

Critical Focus, at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Denver, Colorado. 

MONIQUE CRINE

Richard, 1961, 2014

Oil on panel, 14 x 11 inches

1 Interview with Monique Crine 
conducted by Michael Keen, 

“Episode 10 – Monique Crine,” 
Powered by Art, published 
November 20, 2014, accessed June 
1, 2015, www.poweredbyart.org/
episode-10-artist-monique-crine.

2 Ibid. Crine described how the camera 
gives photographers and viewers 
access to worlds that they otherwise 
would not have had the opportunity 
to get to know. 
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Active 1995–1997

Organized by Mel Chin

1951  Born Houston, TX

1975 B.A., Peabody College

The GALA Committee, organized by artist Mel Chin, was a collaborative project, 

a committee, formed of over one-hundred art students and faculty from the 

University of Georgia and the California Institute of the Arts in Los Angeles. 

Well before the term “viral” was commonplace, Chin used the word to describe 

an artwork by the committee, entitled In the Name of the Place, to be performed 

on prime-time television. Between 1995 and 1997 the GALA Committee covertly 

placed 150 objects on the set of the popular soap Melrose Place, thus extending 

artists’ ideas to millions through the broadcast medium. The “props” gener-

ated for Melrose Place were also featured in an exhibition at the Museum of 

Contemporary Art in Los Angeles and then sold at a benefit auction at Sotheby’s, 

with the proceeds directed to charities in Georgia and California.

Subversive in content, the artworks consisted of topically and sexually charged 

imagery—for example, a Chinese take-out container imprinted with slogans from 

Tiananmen Square and bedsheets decorated with condoms. Two of the objects 

featured on the Melrose Place set, the Yoni Stadium and Laced Lingam, suggest 

the gendered nature of football. The stadium is based upon the Hindu yoni, 

stylized representations of female genitalia, and the laced football form, the Hindu 

lingam, a stylized phallic symbol. Of the lingam, the Sotheby’s catalogue noted 

“Football laces carved into stone. Sporty expression of ageless form.” 

THE GALA COMMITTEE

Yoni Stadium, 1995–1997

Masonite, pine, joint compound, acrylic varnish, 32 1/2 x 29 1/4 inches

Laced Lingam, 1995–1997

Carved granite, 8 x 4 x 3 inches
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FREDERICK BARNARD
Page 25 
The Ardor and the Joy of a Game at Foot-
Ball, 1888
Harper’s Weekly illustration, 10 1/2 x 15 3/4
Michael Oriard Collection

ERNIE BARNES
Page 102
Fumble in the Line, 1990
Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 60
Ernie Barnes Family Trust

MATTHEW BARNEY
Pages 3, 116
The Cremaster Cycle, 2002
Book, 12 5/8 x 9 1/4 x 2 1/2
Keith Jentzsch Collection

GEORGE BELLOWS
Pages 10, 64
Untitled, circa 1903–04
Graphite, watercolor, and gouache on 
paper, 26 x 17
Theta Delta Chapter of Beta Theta Pi 
Fraternity at The Ohio State University

Weekes began a spectacular hurdling of 
their lines and backs. Over the crashing 
forwards he leaped, a perilous feat, with 
men tumbling on him as he fell, 1912
Everybody’s Magazine illustration, 10 x 13 1/2
Michael Oriard Collection

Adding to the disorder, a half-dozen 
alumni, old Varsity men who had broken 
in, were giving advice individually in dark 
corner. (The three pony backs now lost their 
individuality. They became one long iron-
spined animal with six legs), 1918
Everybody’s Magazine illustrations, each 
image 7 1/16 x 5 1/2; each sheet 11 3/4 x 8
Michael Oriard Collection

THOMAS HART BENTON
Page 68
Forward Pass, 1972
Lithograph on paper, 18 x 25
Purchased by the Canton Museum of Art, 
Canton, Ohio

Scrimmage: Football in American Art from the Civil War to the Present

CHECKLIST OF THE EXHIBITION

Artists are listed alphabetically. Works are listed chronologically by artist.  
All dimensions are in inches, height x width x depth, unless otherwise noted. 

JOHN BLOOM 
Page 84
Field Goal, 1950 
Tempera on board, 16 x 48
Private collection courtesy of the Figge Art 
Museum

WILL BRADLEY
Yale vs. Harvard, 1898
Football program, 7 1/2 x 10 7/8
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

WARRINGTON COLESCOTT
Page 92
Sunday Service from the Wisconsin 
Sesquicentennial Portfolio, 2001
Hard-ground, soft-ground and aquatint on 
paper, 22 1/2 x 31 1/8 (image)
Smithsonian American Art Museum, Gift of 
Janet Ann Bond Sutter and Thomas Henry 
Sutter 

MONIQUE CRINE
Page 120
Richard, 1961, 2014
Oil on panel, 14 x 11
University Art Museum, Colorado State 
University, Gift of Linny and Elmo Frickman

JOHN STEUART CURRY
Pages 11, 74
End Run, 1938
Lithograph on paper, 10 x 13 1/2
City of Davenport Collection, Museum 
Purchase: Friends of Art Acquisition Fund, 
Figge Art Museum

Football Game or Off Tackle, 1938
Lithograph on paper, 9 7/8 x 13 7/8
City of Davenport Collection, Museum 
Purchase: Friends of Art Acquisition Fund, 
Figge Art Museum

HAROLD EDGERTON
Page 78
Football Kick, before 1939
Gelatin silver print, 11 7/16 x 12 5/8 (image)
Yale University Art Gallery, Courtesy of 
the Harold and Esther Edgerton Family 
Foundation

HENRI FARRÉ
Page 58
Red Grange, 1928
Etching on paper mounted on board, 11 1/4 x 
18 1/8 (image), 19 7/8 x 25 13/16 (sheet)
National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian 
Institution

ROBERT FOSTER
Lafayette vs. Pennsylvania, 1924
Football program, 10 3/4 x 8 1/4
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

Columbia vs. Pennsylvania, 1926
Football program, 10 5/8 x 8 5/16
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

Franklin & Marshall vs. Pennsylvania, 1926
Football program, 10 5/8 x 8 5/16
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

THE GALA COMMITTEE 1995–1997
Page 122
Yoni Stadium, 1995–1997
Masonite, pine, joint compound, acrylic 
varnish, 32 1/2 x 29 1/4 
Sean Kelley and James Hubbell

Laced Lingam, 1995–1997
Carved granite, 8 x 4 x 3
Sean Kelley and James Hubbell

CHARLES DANA GIBSON
Page 52
The Coming Game: Yale vs. Vassar, 1895
Life magazine illustration, 17 x 11
Sally Fox Collection, Arthur and Elizabeth 
Schlesinger Library on the History of 
Women in America, Radcliffe Institute for 
Advanced Study, Harvard University

LAURA GILPIN
Page 70 
Untitled (Football Game), circa 1920s
Gelatin silver print, 7 5/16 x 9 3/8 
Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort 
Worth, Texas, Bequest of the artist

St. Mary’s vs. University of California, 1930. Football program, 10 1/2 x 7 3/4 inches.
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WILLIAM GLACKENS
Page 56
For the Championship of the Back-Lot 
League, 1911
Collier’s illustration, 14 1/2 x 10 1/2
Michael Oriard Collection

PAUL GOOLD
Army vs. Yale, 1924
Football program, 10 5/8 x 7 3/4
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

RED GROOMS
Page 100
Fran Tarkenton, 1979
Hand painted vinyl, aluminum armature, 
and polyester stuffing, 96 x 48 x 8
Collection of Walter and Sarah Knestrick

Jack Beal Watching Super Bowl XIV, 1980
Etching and aquatint on paper, 18 x 14 1/4
Collection of Walter and Sarah Knestrick

Dallas 14, Jack 6, 1980
Etching and aquatint on paper, 14 1/8 x 13 7/8
Collection of Walter and Sarah Knestrick

JOHN HELD, JR.
Page 5

“The Trend” in Ohio-Wesleyan vs. Army, 1929
Football program, 12 x 9 1/4
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

LEWIS W. HINE
Page 62
Three Boys at Football Practice, circa 1935
Gelatin silver print, 7 1/2 x 9 1/2
George Eastman House, Transfer from 
Photo League Lewis Hine Memorial 
Committee; ex-collection of Corydon Hine

WINSLOW HOMER
Page 44
The Match Between Sophs and Freshmen—
the Opening, 1857
Harper’s Weekly illustration, 16 x 22 1/2
Michael Oriard Collection

Holiday in Camp—Soldiers Playing  
‘Foot-Ball,’ 1865
Harper’s Weekly illustration, 11 1/4 x 15 3/4
Michael Oriard Collection

SHAUN LEONARDO
Page 118
Bull in the Ring, 2008
Single channel video
Courtesy of the artist

J.C. LEYENDECKER
Pages 22, 60
The Punter, 1908
Saturday Evening Post illustration,  
13 7/8 x 10 3/4
Michael Oriard Collection

Football Players, 1913
Saturday Evening Post illustration, 14 1/8 x 11 1/4
Michael Oriard Collection

Thanksgiving — Pilgrim and Football Player, 
1928
Saturday Evening Post illustration, 14 1/8 x 11 1/4
Michael Oriard Collection

J. LIELLO
Benefit: United War Work Fund. Teams of 
the Harvard Radios vs. Princeton Aviators: 
Nov. 23rd at polo grounds, circa 1918
Poster, 26 3/8 x 19 3/8 
University of Minnesota Libraries

REGINALD MARSH
Page 76
Princeton-Yale Football Game 7000 BC-
Sketches made on the spot, no date
Pen and black ink over graphite, 16 1/16 x 12 
(sheet)
Yale University Art Gallery, Bequest of 
Mabel Van Alstyne Marsh 

DAVID McCOSH
Page 80

“Peavy’d be a good man if he wasn’t so near-
sighted.” Before 1934
Chalk drawing on paper, 19 x 14
University of Oregon, David John and Anne 
Kutka McCosh Memorial Collection; Gift of 
Anne Kutka McCosh

R. TAIT McKENZIE
Page 54
The Onslaught, study of a football scrum, 
1920
Bronze, grey-brown patina, 15 x 38 x 23 1/2
Yale University Art Gallery, Whitney 
Collections of Sporting Art, given in 
memory of Harry Payne Whitney (B.A. 
1894) and Payne Whitney (B.A. 1898) by 
Francis P. Garvan (B.A. 1897); M.A. (Hon) 
1922

JACK McLARTY
Page 88
Player in White, 1961–62
Oil on canvas, 22 x 18 inches
Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art, Virginia 
Haseltine Collection of Pacific Northwest Art

EADWEARD MUYBRIDGE
Page 42
Animal Locomotion Plate 300 (Football, 
drop kick), circa 1880s
Collotype, 13 7/8 x 19 1/2 (plate), 13 1/4 x 8 7/8 
(image)
Gift of Frederic H. Douglas, Denver Art 
Museum

Animal Locomotion Plate 301 (Football, 
punt), circa 1880s
Collotype, 13 7/8 x 19 1/2 (plate), 7 x 17 7/8 
(image) 
Gift of Frederic H. Douglas, Denver Art 
Museum

MARK NEWPORT
Page 112
Heroes Past: Frank Harris, 1995-97
Beaded football card, 3 1/2 x 2 1/2
Dick Christensen and Tom Lundberg

Heroes Past: Mark van Eeghen, Steve 
Young (running), Willie Gault, Henry Jones, 
Jerry Rice, Ed “Too Tall” Jones, Steve 
Young (throwing), Dan Williams, Carl Eller, 
Howie Long, Steve Largent (sitting), Nick 
Buoniconti, Wesley Walker, Brad Muster, 
Vince Workman, Walter Payton, Deion 
Sanders, Garo Yepremian, William Perry, 
Henry Jones, Henry Jones, O J Simpson, 
Bubba Smith, Ricky Watters, Mercury Morris, 
Steve Largent (in action), Tony Dorsett, 
Willie Roaf, Terry Allen, Tommy Vardell, Fred 
Biletnikoff, Marv Cook, Art Shell, Lyle Alzado, 
Joe Montana, Mike Singletary, 1995–97
Beaded football cards, 3 1/2 x 2 1/2 each
Courtesy of the artist

CATHERINE OPIE
Pages 34, 37, 110
Dusty, 2007
C-print, 30 x 22 1/4
Courtesy the artist and Regen Projects,  
Los Angeles

Dominic, 2008
C-print, 30 x 22 1/4
Courtesy the artist and Regen Projects,  
Los Angeles

Football Landscape #17 (Waianae vs. 
Leilehua, Waianae, HI), 2009
C-print, 48 x 64
Courtesy the artist and Regen Projects,  
Los Angeles

TOD PAPAGEORGE
Page 104
College football game, Ohio Stadium 
(Michigan vs. Ohio State), Columbus, 
November 21, 1970, 1970
Gelatin silver print, 11 7/8 x 17 7/8 (image)  
16 x 20 (sheet)
Courtesy of the artist and Pace/MacGill 
Gallery, New York

College football game (Michigan vs. Ohio 
State), Ohio Stadium, Columbus, November 
21, 1970, 1970
Gelatin silver print, 11 13/16 x 17 3/4 (image) 
15 7/8 x 19 7/8 (sheet)
Courtesy of the artist and Pace/MacGill 
Gallery, New York

Iron Bowl (Auburn vs. Alabama), Legion 
Field, Birmingham, Alabama, November 28, 
1970, 1970
Gelatin silver print, 11 13/16 x 17 3/4 (image) 
15 7/8 x 19 7/8 (sheet)
Courtesy of the artist and Pace/MacGill 
Gallery, New York

EDWARD PENFIELD
Pages 20, 50
Harvard, 1907
Lithograph on paper, 18 3/4 x 12 1/4
Art & Architecture Collection, The 
Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of 
Art, Prints and Photographs, The New 
York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and 
Tilden Foundations

Collier’s, Sporting Number, 1901 
Lithograph on paper, 14 3/4 x 10 1/4
Art & Architecture Collection, The 
Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of 
Art, Prints and Photographs, The New 
York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and 
Tilden Foundations

HELEN POST
Page 86 
Untitled (Boy kneeling with football, 
Phoenix Indian School), circa 1936–1941
Gelatin silver print, 9 3/8 x 7 3/8
Amon Carter Museum of American Art,  
Fort Worth, Texas, Gift of Peter Modley

ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
Page 94
Junction, 1963
Oil and silkscreen ink on canvas and metal, 
45 1/2 x 61 1/2
Collection of Christopher Rauschenberg

FREDERIC REMINGTON
Page 47
Football Armor, 1893
Pen and ink wash on paper, 13 1/4 x 10
Dr. Dejan and Vida Ward Dordevich

A Run Behind Interference, 1893
Harper’s Weekly illustration, 11 x 15 3/4
Michael Oriard Collection

College Players at Foot-Ball —“A Tackle  
and Ball-Down, 1887
Harper’s Weekly illustration, 11 x 16 1/4
Michael Oriard Collection

A Practice Game at Yale by the Champion 
Foot-Ball Eleven, 1888 
Harper’s Weekly illustration, 16 x 22 1/4 
(open)
Michael Oriard Collection 

Foot-Ball—A Collision at the Ropes, 1890
Harper’s Weekly illustration, 16 3/4 x 23
Michael Oriard Collection

A Day with the Yale Team, 1893
Harper’s Weekly illustration, 16 1/4 x 11
Michael Oriard Collection

Touchdown, Yale vs. Princeton, 
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 27, 1890, Yale 32, 
Princeton 0, 1890
Oil on canvas, 22 x 32 9/16
Yale University Art Gallery, Whitney 
Collections of Sporting Art, given in 
memory of Harry Payne Whitney (B.A. 
1894) and Payne Whitney (B.A. 1898)  
by Francis P. Garvan (B.A. 1897); M.A.  
(Hon) 1922

NORMAN ROCKWELL
Page 72

“A little kid has lots of heroes,” no date
Graphite on paper, 12 x 11
Collection of The Norman Rockwell 
Museum

JOHN ROGERS
Page 40
Football, 1891
Painted plaster, 15 1/4 x 11 1/4 x 9 3/4
Yale University Art Gallery, Gift of Malcolm 
P. Aldrich, Class of 1922

W. A. ROGERS
Page 46
Out of the Game, 1891
Harper’s Weekly illustration, 11 1/2 x 16 1/4
Michael Oriard Collection

DIEGO ROMERO
Page 114
Never Forget: Jim Thorpe, All-American, 
2000
Polychrome and gilt ceramic, 17 1/4 x 9 1/2 x 
7 1/2 (diameter)
The Rockwell Museum, Clara S. Peck Fund 
purchase

BENTON SPRUANCE
Page 82
Backfield in Motion, 1932
Lithograph on paper, 10 1/4 x 14 7/8
From the collection of Jan and Frederick 
Mayer

Shovel Pass, 1935
Lithograph on paper, 13 5/8 x 18 3/8
From the collection of Jan and Frederick 
Mayer

WAYNE THIEBAUD
Page 90
Football Player, 1963
Oil on canvas, 72 x 36
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Gift of the 
Sydney and Frances Lewis Foundation

ANDY WARHOL
Page 96
O.J. Simpson, circa 1977
Screenprint on Curtis Rag paper, 45 x 35
The Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh; 
Founding Collection, Contribution The 
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual 
Arts, Inc. 

O.J. Simpson, 1977
Polaroid TM Polacolor Type 108, facsimile, 
4 1/4 x 3 3/8 (set of four) 
The Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh; 
Contribution The Andy Warhol Foundation 
for the Visual Arts, Inc. (2001.2.1230, 
1252–4)

GEOFF WINNINGHAM
Page 106
Super Bowl (Houston), 1974
Gelatin silver print, 11 13/16 x 17 3/4
The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 
Museum purchase funded by the National 
Endowment for the Arts and Gamma  
Phi Beta

Texas High School Football, 1976
Gelatin silver print, 11 7/16 x 17 1/4
The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 
Museum purchase partially funded by the 
National Endowment for the Arts
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GARRY WINOGRAND
Page 98
Austin, Texas 1974 (Football Game), from 
the Garry Winogrand portfolio, 1978
Silver bromide print, 9 x13 3/8 (image), 10 15/16 
x 13 7/8 (sheet)
Yale University Art Gallery, Gift of Elaine 
and Gerald Levine, B.A. 1960

N.C. WYETH
Page 66
Between Halves – the Head Coach Braces 
up the Team, 1910
Century Magazine illustration, 9 1/2 x 6 1/2
Michael Oriard Collection

WILLIAM WYLIE
Cover, page 108
Prairie, 2014
Single channel video
Courtesy of the artist

WORKS BY UNKNOWN ARTISTS

Harvard vs. Yale, 1902
Football program, 6 5/8 x 10 7/8
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

Haskell Celebration, 1926
Football program, 6 3/4 x 9 (cover)
Kansas Collection, University of Kansas 
Libraries

Howard vs. Lincoln, 1926
Football program, 10 1/2 x 7 3/4
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

Page 124
St. Mary’s vs. University of California, 1930
Football program, 10 1/2 x 7 3/4
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

Page 2
University of Oregon vs. St. Mary’s, 1930
Football program, 10 1/2 x 7 3/4
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame

Page 4
California vs. Stanford, 1932
Football program, 10 1/2 x 7 3/4
Department of Special Collections, 
Hesburgh Libraries of Notre Dame
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